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ABSTRACT
These materials for the currigplum area of meeting

ipersonal and family textile needs comprise onlrof six such packages
that are part of the Ohio Vocational Consumer/Homemaking Curriculum
Guide. The curriculum area or perennial problem *akeh'us in this
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procurement; and (3) managing textile and cloth. needs. These-are
further categocized into six concerns: physical eds, social and
psychological needs, plannihg, obtaining, care a maintenance, and
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INTRODlitION
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v
The social/psychological ;role of clothingweil

Y
as buying,

,,; .

construction and care detiksions,are emphasized in'this section.

'-'

Traditional emphasis has been on fashrion and cicitihing construction.
q

.

This curriculum inCo6brates more concepts and strategies which

x ,

enable, young men and womenAto question quality and quantity, the

influence of peer anti media pressure and the issue of status as

they make personal and family textile decisions. The concepts

ply to: hole textfifefor6dUcts as well .as.Cloth4g. Integral to

,

these' decisions is an upderst*ing ()tone's self conceptt_pre'sent

0.

I

and possible future rolesicarders, one's physical needs, and

characteristics and the life Ode. Problem solving relative to

coordin.fing warArobe, distinguishing between fads and fashions

a(
is-'also pertinent to today.'s adolescents.

t

Skill' development includeS those skills needed to plan, purchase,
,I,

I.

4.

construct, repair, alter and card fon personal and -famfly_textiles.
,

. \,_ 4
_ ,

'This curriculum encourages students to be proactive and to be
,

K concerned with such issues as' government regulations, labelingt, ener9y

and ecology. A module on careers and entrepreneurship is .included.

Since resources become quickly out Of date, there are fewer

Suppleffierkary sheets. You will need to constantly assemble current'

resoprces. However, there are many original strategies and problem

solving.situations included, in, the module':



HOMEMAKING SKILLS

4

. v

H9memak-ing sk"ills whic4 are essential for

J

performance,kthie
\

I '
v

t .
, following homemaking,tasks are dneloped in .the modules fn Meeting

-

Personal and Family Textile'Needs. 1

1r

Providing,and Caring for Clothing and Textile Products

Choose proper laundry cleaning agents

Determine'how much to spend for.clothing

Evaluate familyf's Wardrohip needs, surtability and
safety of clothing

Sew clothing for self and/or family

- Idebtify fabrics and their characteristics

- Launder or dry clean-clothing and-linens according
to fabric characteristics'

Make alterations to clothing'

- Mend and repair clothing

a Select, clothing and accessories

- 'Sort clothes.fdr'laundering

- Store clotfiing properly
1
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PERENNIAL I

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

'1

CONCERN/CONCEPT

I

Whatlro ba'Regarding Meeting Personal
and Famil.,Textile Needs

What Sh uld4 pc) Regarding Physical,
Social d 17hological Needs?

o

Physical NeedS/Health

PROCESS
:SKILLS

/7

' CONCEPTS

A.;

Relationship of
'health standards

Sti

Factors affecting
health standards
and dress

.

,Present Messyytiolly, and

appear4nce,reasons why
catiohs.. Why :should we

S.

NOMiMAKING SKILLS
I

FT J.11
A

Select clothing and household textiles
to promote general good health .

' Care for clothing and household textiles
to promote general good health

STRATEGIES

Meticulous Mar/in. Discuss differences in their dress and
they may by dkessed as they, are ankl.long=term health impli-
be concerned about this for self? Family? Society'? Community

You are much more than what showy or the surface. Discuss if thero is a correlation
between good health and family textile needs by using the following situations.

- -Child ina, puddle without boots.
--Teenager; dutting grass without shoes.
--Cook wearing a mohair sweater.

.

- -Dentist with unclean fingernails.
--Welder without welding hood in plafe.'

What are the consequences of theseexamplevlor
alternatives?

J

you, family and-society? What are oth4*

Using resources, &lentify.factors (money, time, energy, feeling of self-worth, values,
societal expectations, knowledge, personal care) that affect overd11 good health and
how dress plays a, part in the health of. an indivi4ual and family".' 1.15hare results. with

the class. List on chalkboard.
4

1
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS '. STRATEGIES

103

GOA( S
YAW/3
fAC
I 4

Reflection of
one's own health
standards

Self in relation
to the healthy '.
well-being of
family and others

Draw on chalkboard a continuum depicting,Messy Molly to Meticulous Marvin. Place
yourself on the continuum where ydu perceive you are in terms of health/clothing.
Generate questions such as:

1 -Are you helping yourself bji the way you dress?,
--Are You helpaing others by caring about yourself?
--What are the consequences where youare on the continuum? (no job, lose

friends, leader potential.)
-

--What are-the alternatives for yourself in health/clothing?

Using the practical reasoning process, develop a plan of action to improve or
main ersonal health and clothifig standards.

IEE--Develop a plan of action for your family.

IEE--Conduct a "Man qn the Street" survey.by observing clothing choices, as related
to health. Report findings arid make recommendations.

IEE--Improve health standards in thefamily laundry.

FHA/HER0--Place posters in community laundry centers illustrating health/clothing
concepts. (Disinfect diapers, cold water vs.. hot water, bacterial growth in

"clothing, contagious diseases.)

10
e



HOMEMAKING SKILLS]

[PRACTICAL PROBLEM

'111%

c'

What To Do Regarding ,Meeting,Personal
and Family Textile Needs .ext

.,
. .

,
What Should .1 Do Regarding Physical,,
Sodial and PsYchologicallNeedh?

[CONCERN/CONOPT
Physical NeedsiSaety'

-

r

PROCESS
SKILLS

/

CONCEPTS

.01?..'

fi-

ety sicalidards

of textiles

1.

1

FT 1.12e

Select clothing.and:horile textiles to
meetwhysical need fj safety

STRATEGIES

I

Setup a displly of clothing items such as-shoeh quter gairments, children's clothes. -.4

and work uniforms. What are the' main functions of the displayed items? How, many of
41these_fUnctions,are fog;' our safety and.well-beihg?

Diyitde into 'two groups:- the first group will look through catalogues, magazines;
textbook's and (Occupational .SafetYand Health Adbinistration) resources to,
identify; clothing suitable for different age groups. Discuss safety features of all
items on display for different age groups and giiren activities.', List safety consider-'
atfbns in clothing for:

-Infants --Persons -with jobs
- -7Toddles -Elderly
--School-age children

Summarize these OnSiderations
clothing.' -

Into a list Of standards to,followldien selecting

The second grout* follow-similar'exp6riehce except concentrate, on household textiles
home enyironment I

4
7Kitcheniblith 4 4- --Nur.sery

- - Wall /floor /window coverings 'Garbage /basement
--Furniture

Share list of ttandards.
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PROCESS.'

SKI ,

.4
6 .

FT 1.12e

4

CONCEPTS
I # STRATEGIES-

_

Safety problem'
arid. hazards

t,

-

Clothing altei-
natives for
safer dress

Reflection

Role play .the follotifhLaltuations describing safety faCtors: Remainder of the
'students should guess the situationiconsequence.

_
.

-.4.An -infant-in inappropriate gleepwear.
--A child'Weari

. - .

ng inapprqpriate clothing in hot or cola weather. -
,

'

,

--SoMeone dresses :inappropriately: for a sparts'activity. 1joging at night) '

.7-Someone.dresses inappropriately for ajob such' as a construction woilker or waitress.
,

--An elderly.., cannotwoman, canno. dress or undress herself,.
, ,

-.341%, window withcurtaing close to ii. woopurning stove.

--,A rug, without''tubber grips,' outside the shower, 9tall..
...

Discoss 4ternativea and consequences for each of the.abovp iituationa. How will tliese

afternatives'affect others .around the indiiiidual? Considering .the Pers9nal,and environn
.mental factors, would these alternatives be workable? Hold a class vote to determfhe
the most appropriate alternative. .

$'

Analyze today's appar4 as appropriate' for all planned activities for
clothing choices for the'remainder oi the week reflecting safety/.

Arday. Plan

FHA /HERO -- Debate which is_ more important, fashion:or safety. Howcan'you achieve both?
.

THA/HER0--S safe clothins campaign bypthaking hoMe flyers,developing radio spots)1'
or'imil.ting sk news article g on "Prevent Accidentg--Be Safely Dressed." m

.i. I-
_ , .

'FHA /HERON -.p *.11 Event (Inf tlape' Speech or Cqping with Crisis), presentation

dealing. with- a dty/Cfothing. ai.

tkIEE-,Search for neWspaper clippingstabout accidents due to us,f ofl.unsafe clothing anal
household textiles: Write explangtions'of what'should have4leen done to prevent the
accidents.

IEE--Evaluate family Clothing for'safety. Alter-considering Actors, list alternatives.
With family 10mbers, develop a' plan ofaction.,

. - ,
_1
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM ,-1

(PRACTICAL PROBLEM

- CONCERN /CONCEPT

What To. DO Regarding Meeting Personal
and-Family Textile Needs

h J

FT 1.13

IHOMEMAKING SKILLS

. .',. . -,
I

What Should I Do Regarding Physical, Select.clothing and home textiles to /

Slocial and Psychological Needs? meet physical needs for comfort /
,,,,...

.
I

.Physical Needs/Comfort
0

CONCEPTS

Personal impor-
tance ol.comfort.
in clothing

I

Comfort factors
in clothing and
household
materials

STRATii 'ES

Create a silhouette on lit&cherpaper. Martic.the
thl.,Ckness_for outdoor clothing comfort,

Thermal Efficiency .

.-r-Heads - 1 inch ---7TorSo - 3 inches

-Arms - 2 inches - -Hands 1 inch

following areas

,Discuss experiences in cold and hot weigher. Identify

able. Make r burcei available to examine.

o
l ir

8In pairs, cho an activity (sc tubbing table,playing.

and.pantomime' at activity for-Ohe rest of the class.;

Strain and points of stress on ,the garment.

of optimum insulation

--Legs 2 inches
--Feet,- inches'..

clothing which wag most comfOrt-

.tennis, swimming, washing hair)
:Identify movements which' create

,

.Select an item of clothing from a bag' of'pictures re items and discums'comkort

factor's With,teacher.(tie,' jeans) As!c,two other students theiropitlionS. Make.i

decision on the comfort factotk and plaee item on the. table at the spot marked with the

appropriate comfort-scale (1-10). :fnvtie' several visitors to view display table and

offer their personal ideas regardin.4th'e.4omfort factor. DiscuV individual differences .4,

in considering comfort.
.

Bring or wear your most comfortable outfilito class and explain all thelactpra which :'

.contribute to its comfort. Develop a-cidas_lisr of factors which_COntribute to clothing,

comfort .(size,:style,, fit, fabric,' faaten*rs) . :Ask the following .questions.
:.f .

.

A A- ..
A..
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104

Comfort factors
in clothing and
household
materials
(continued)

Reflection

4r

- -Would this be comfortable for the elderly?, A hiker? AllandiCapped person ?'
A person who is allergic to wool?

--Would you feel comfortable in this in all.situations?
--What values determine if this outfit is comfortable?. You? Parents? Society?

, .
FRA/HER0--Debate ehe topic--Comfort for physical well-being (or performance) versus.
dbmfort for ,personal satisfaction. Insulated clothes for a cold winter Versus a
favorite jean jacket. Sheer curtains versus insulated draperies in January.

. .

FHA /HERO - -Survey class arid/or others about the 4post comfortable textile in their home
(carpet, upholstery, sheets). Compare this type of comfort to clothing. comfort.

Consider the following case study.

"--Maribeth winsa $10,009 shopping spree thltpugh the local department store, All
her friends have.glamorous suggesdions,but Maribeth wants to carefully think

.radicalthrough her selections. She values household. tem arid clothing and
will be attending college in the ial. living in an efficiency apartment. Snow
skiing is a favorite Pasttime; however, ter summer jAi is'a lifeguard at Cedar
Point. One important consideration is her. allergic reaction to wool.

Help Maribeth,progress through the practical reasoning process in order,to make
wise purchases during the shopping spree. ir

IEE-- Visit a bedding ahoP.or department store, and choose bedding for youi bed purely
for comfort. Report choice to class and discuss why you choose specific- fabrics.

.

--Analyze clothing wardrobe. Modify uncomfortable outfits.
It.

4

I
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What To.110 Regarding Meeting Personal
and Family Tdktile Needs

Whafthould I Do Regarding Physical,
Social and Psycholbgical Needs?.

M

-Creativity 4,

FT 1.21..

alternatives for
decisiols

for family

[PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

GenerVe creative
clothing and textile

*Produce creative textile$
and home;

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN /CONCEPT-

PROCESS
SKILLS -

4

4

CONCEPTS' STRATEG PES

GOALS
YAWNS
MC TIM

.,Y.;!.; -

" 1

Creativity
)7

.

Benefits of
developing
creativity

19

Discuss--Aie w.e.always allowed to be creative? Witt limits our creativity? ,What-
encOuragesit? Is being creatiVea good quality?

Brainstorm.a list of people who are creative. Ident\ify and list how, or why they are
icreti\re.

ComplettNuei
v a

miOnnaire'*Chaxacteristics Which Are'A Clue To CVeativity4 Poll the
students for their answers. Diuss implications rated to using the practical
reasoning process.

Compare pictures of designer clothes.vs. non-designet'clothes in pattern catalogue.
Identify uniquenesses.

*

Display'aylaih item of clotting' on' the bulletin board' (white. T-shirt).- Distribute
'situational factor cards (below)4 Gen*rtitecreative alterhatives for the white T-shirt,
keeping in. mind the situational factoriA Share creative. .design. itiia;yze creative
aspects of each idea.,

-Woman silt months into pregnancy
r-Cold.weather approaChing
--The:basis for many oftfits
T-Person wearing A back b'race
rLong distance.. mnner:

--Large "f4040

"414.14it

1

.:11*
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PROCESS'
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Bene&ts of
developing
creativity
(continUed)

Creativity/
productivity

Reflection

11,

Use. a bulletin board display of the same item of clothing each day. Change it every
day to make.it look different and in Vogue (adding scarf, flower, jewelry).

React to the statement--Being creative is a way of thinking, seeing something in
nothing and then producing your ideas in some way.

Discuss c reativity and productivity.

- -When you-have a creative idea, what do you do?
--How' do you feel if you put an idea into action?
--Does creativity lead to-productivity?
-How do you relate.construction to creativity?

- -How do you relate personal appearance to creativity? 4
- -Who benefits from cxativity? PppduCtyvity?..

-
Redesign your bedroom or a room in your home.

--What textiles would you select to reflect your personality Ciptivity?
- -What are several ideas/alternatives to your design?

N11
Explore consequences. (C omfort,..dafecy, financial, pertpl satisfaction, ahalAng'
room.)

You are tailing a month's vacation in New York City. Baggage is frtileea. Plan a.ten
e

-
piece wardrobe from which .you can creat at least 30 differefit outfits. Tire with )class. DiscuSs differfntsituational factors and alternatives.

IEE--Start aft Idea-Book of clOthing styles and clothing accessorigror hale furnishings
that you would like. Consider, pattern,. detailing and textures. Mite different,
resources,to produce the idea bo kisueh as magazines','historical'costuye books-and
observing other designei styles qf everyone wore the same thing,-where would original
ideas come from?

IEE--treate a fabric deSign,,originalAgarment design, or. accessories for a garment,

EHA/HERO--Plan a field trip: to area-museum or arcddisplZYPor-tee7the'aitt teacher.
to class to help discUss the 214..0-creativity. in
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CHARACTERISXTCS WHICH ARE A CLUE TO CREATIVITY

Be'honest with yourself as_you answer the folloWing questions.

1. Do you have an.intense interest to something?

2. Do you have a lively imagination?

3. Are you energetic and on the

4. po you ask questions all the
beginning with such words as
what if, where, when, which,

move? \

time? Questions
who, how, why,
suppose?

5. Do you have stickability--do you stay with a
creative project until it is finished? Do
you followtthrough on ideas set. in motion ?,

6. Do you examine and study things closely?

%'4 7. Do you like to experiment, explore, investigate?

41
8. Are you inventive?

ti

Do you ha e an independent spirit
independe t in your thinking?

10. Do.ydu have a curious nature? Do
Aew experiences, althoOlgh thfr
you into trouble? % IF

I

r
r

roSthi,11. Do, you k eei open mind? Do you show a
willingness to consider or explore strong
and wild ideas?

and are you

you seek out
sometimes get

a ,

l2. Do yOil.have a sense of humor? Dc, you laugh

easily ang enjoy a good story? N4)

*
13. Are you*an enthusiastic person who h s a

zest for living?

14. Do you have good .judgment? Do you search
f .truth? *Do you search for facts?

4 aluate them? 'Try i40 always understand
rst then judge?

Na.

15. Can ypu see relationships among apparently
unreAted ideal?

-t.

Some-
,

Yek_,No tames

o- O

w

sa

o

a v.

o,

r.1

a



[PERENNIAL PROBLEM What'To-bo Regarding Meeting
Personalaand Family Textile Needs

PRACTICAL' PROBLEM ;;

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What Should f Do Regarding Physical,
Socialiand Psychological Needs?

,

Social nd Psychological Needs/Roles

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Analyze relatioriShips'of,
and clothing
Select clothing based on
and psychOlogicalneeds

FT 1.22

aoCietal roles

specific social

PROCESS
SKILLS

4

Pr

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES.

Multiple rores.
individuals play

Reasons clothing
denotes roles, or

careers

24 1'4.

React to the statement--"Actors wear -costumes for the roles they play in a 'movie;

people wear ostumes for the roles ,they play in life.".
A

Giveritthat -a school, a pe;Son might platy' the role of a student, at Work an employee,

at home a so or a daughter, list other ro s one might concurrently play. How might

the variousrroles affect the type of cloth g need by the Individual?
. Or

Do'60 Seconds activity - -Ten students draw one cardilisping vArious occuPatims and

lifestyles. In one minute, describe the 'person on your card to the rest of the class

so they can guess who it is. (Lifegu: d;-hayal officer, waitress) Make a tape of

lithe descriptions. After all ve been identified, detArmihe how many times

dress,, Was used in the Ascriptions by Playing the tape. Discuss the following

questions. *

:!-What are the'reasons for their manner of attire?

----What effect would wearing a uniform have on Your-social/PsYchological needs?

--How might your. dress affect others?

Describe or Sketch clothing typical
of dress or addaiment was adopted.

4Budilist monk
t-punk rock star
-- convict

of the folloWing people and, discuss why .that moc

--cowboy
--Adierican Indian

7 e6kimo

P.
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React t the following situations.

. --A Surgeon wears jeans and a 'sweatshirt while operating.
- -A hair stylist.wears a simple gray, suit.
-A policeman wears bright green polyester slacks and'a .Hawaiian print shirt.

4-BandAmembers wear anything they ;want when they_ 4.perform for the" 4th of July parade.

;IDA.scus the 'significanCe/importance of wearing '
'Or ceteerS,j

- 4Writeaninvitation to some,,event. Relay specific kind of clothes for the guests
to wear,` Discuss.t4e terms formal and informal.
-DetetMine the dosts'of renting formal wear. -Discnwthe benefits of renting
clothes foi certain occasions. a

Mingldecision tests (universal; role.reversal newsituation);,.dis sa the effect the
following. sitqation's might have on individuals
additional 'situations.

-- .Riding motorcycle without a helmet.
HConStruction worker does not wear steel,ioed boots and hard hat.
--4 cl.erzpain refuses to mear.the customary clothing in. the
r-Pradtikte insists on'wearing faded.jehna-to-the commencement exercises,
,-Metlibers of-the 'foods laboratory do not tie baCk hair.

ecial" clothing for certain roles
4

4

family memberce'and society. Brainstorm

:

Share a time that-yoh 'feel yowyere dressed inapproPrWel$%for the role you were
assuming. Discuss:Aghat factors.have caused youtOlitrUe:at this decision.4

:

FHA/HEROI,Interviei.employeeS of various.feAt.f0OCchtiinS' about their reactions to
the 'required uniform-likes/dislikes,.-safety, ttimtortfit,''color, care.

JBE4esign a uniform or suggested clothing for a partleuler cArier (bank teller,
automobile race clar driver, child care iketl;
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CONCEPTS

Reflection

(continued)

28

1'

4.4

STRATEGIES

.Review clirrent'literature on wardrobe planning ftessinglor Success). RepOrt
findings.

Use practidal reasoning to solve the question: Should we have a school diess
code? Generate alternatives, consequences and apply decision tAtsuniversal
consequences, role reversal, new situation.

.4*

I

0

I

0

t



PERENNIAL PROBLEM 1

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

1,10NCERN/dONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

What Should I Do Regarding Physi8al,

Social and Psychological Needs

, Social and Psychological Needs/Status

4

FT 1.23

Select clothing
Determine low much to spend for
clothing
Evaluate elationship of status
need to c othing choiCes

PROCESS,
SKILLS

/

x

ALS

VALOIS
IRACTOSS

w

RR.

CONCEPTS

Status symbols

RI

STRATEGIES

Relationship pf
status to dress
and clothing

SO

Given pictures of individuals dressed differently, Make'a "30 Second Judgment"

related to'each picture. (Teacher-should include pictures that denote status.)

Discus's opinions formed of each and the bases 'of the opAions.
,

/ T

Find the definition of status in the dictionary. Write a p4sonal definition giving

specific examples of status.

In groups', brainstorm to clarify items or types of clothing/home textiles that denote

status. Discuss how or why these items become status Symbols.

Comp* a list of values related to clothing/horse textile selection. Rank-order and

tompare your liit with class members. Where, do' status-related factors rank? What

conclusions can be drawn?

Collect clothirig/home textile... advertisements that appeal,to various emotions and

psychological needs. Discuss ways textile maniificturets capitalize on the relation,-

ship between dresi/hom use and the concept of status.

Design a label or symbol for k perional "designer" collection.' Display labels.

DiAlcuss rationale behind design. Is the design status related? What are the

rAsequences of, no. designer labels (lower prices, no free"advertisIng, decreased

sales, no eoppetitism, no group identification)? .

"4.-t';,-;40
.

4;7-A4.-e.:.

31 .
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PROCESS
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CONCEPTS- STRATEGIES

I-1
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t

Relationship of
status to dress
and. clothing
(continued)

I

Refletion

Evaluation

It 4 .

32

Identify the.type of clothing each of the following individuals might wear in the
following situationstto Obtain status.

--Businessman having lunch Vth.his bois.
--High-school senior during commencement exercises.
--Quarterbatk of the football team at an after' -game dance.

7-Twenty-six year old woman dining and attending.a Broadway sheiks/.
--Sixteen-year-old-girl gding to school.

Generate alternatives and consequences. Determine the situational factors affecting
the aIternaeives.and,consequences. Test decision using role reversal test, new
situations test, and,universai consequences- test.

Record feelings related to the following situations'.

--A new student arrives 'at school wearing.a character label shirt, designer jeans4:..,
-Jand athlete endorsed *tennis shoes.

'.

--A new student arrives at school wearing a light-colored shirt, dres slacks
and a tie. - / .

--A new Student arrives at school wearing faded jeans, a shit't and tennis -shoet
with holes in them, '

..

) ..,.,

Consider such statements as "Clothes maze the person" ancr"Dress for success." Write
.

a paper explaining your opinion as to the value of the Agoo explain what
effect .such staterients might

/

have on society.
. . .

IEE--Construct a clothing ltem. .. Design and maketa-personal 1001.

IEE--Interview various age levels to determine if they would 'prefer to have X number
of designer jeans as opposed to X number of plain pocket jeans and reason for choice.
Report findngs, give your personal preference and justify your choice.

IEE--Interview five people from different age Irbtips to determine their definition
of status. Cite responses and evaluate aimilarities and diffetences within age groups.

_FHA/HErpev0.opa'showc)4,sedep3ctingT-sfitrtswhich,local.atorekt..AATrtiOel* .1411ke0:
toitatue pymboXs (Nike, KO iPhi'Stiostm,Jcirdae.1.11), Wust*itt.,:011.1S' ii0141$ .008
aealcing: 6

§41LAOO
.
o0.0003VtAemmm rit-Aoq



PERENNIAL PRoiLgm

PRACTICAL PROBLEM 'I

ICONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and'Family Textile Needs

aw

Whet-Should I Do Regarding Physical,
Sbcial 'and Psychological Needs?

.

Social: and Psychological Needs/

Self Concgpt. e

FT 1.24e 1

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

4Chooseappropriate dress to enhance'
self concept

. PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

34

Relations
clothing to
self concept

ot

Read and react to the following situation.

Dirk is invittd to a party on Friday when he Will know only a few in attendance.

i.
With nervous anticipation, he is looking through his closet trying to determine

an appropriate outfit for e party. He wants to look good, feel in and

accepted and be liked. I1e,wants to be comfortable btit cool. Dirk's mother

buys all his cl thes at Bargain City being economical and practical-minded.

Dirk has a ldig supplyof outdetpd hand-me-downs from his older brother. He

will pia up his paycheck fromthe local carwash Friday morning.

What are Dirk's alternatives? Consequences of each alternative?

How does clothing affect self concept?' What kind of first impression will, Dirk make?-

Are you concerned about first impressions? How will Dirk's decision affelt his)

family? What are the opportunity costs?

Think of two physical characteristics you possess that you are pleased with What

types of clothesymild best show off these characteristics and improve your self

concept? Are there times you wouldplay down these charactelstics?

al`

Given several fabric scraps, select swat s that would make you feel.t.

.4;

z,

Sf

--happy
--s d

Give reasons why

--quiet
-- boisterous

-- comfortable
--uncomfortable

--proud 4

--unimportant
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

4

Reflection

36

STRATEGIES

Use catalogs Magazines and newspapers to collect pictures of clothing or.inventory
personal cloth ng items at home that you would feel good wearing. Discuss where
you would, wear ach, why it Would be appropriate for you and the impression each of
these garments y give others *egarding your self concept and self confidence.

IEE--Using pictur of clothing, discuis physical characteristics that could be
changed by wearing certain garments. Discuss how apparent body feattires affect

'f?elings aboUt self and how clothing can affect those feelings. .

FftA/HERO--Determine the "look" or image, that ember's /officers would like to portray
to,cpers when representing the chapter at skill events br-functions away from
school. Brainstorm appropriate dress and why that would work best-for the members
`involved.

p

3



PERENNIAL PROBLEM
J 7,

[PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting Personal

And Family Textile Needs HOMEMAKING SKILLS 1(

FT 1.25e

. . .

. .

What Should I Do Regarding Physical, Evaluate clothing advertiSements

Social and Psychological Needs? Be'aware of media Influencesand
subsequent peer pressure

Social and PsyChological Needs/ ,.
Media-Peer Pressure .

- r

PROCESS,
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Factors affecting
advertising

P111.1414"ROB LEM

GOALS
MUSS
PAC MIS

. 4

4

*Note to instructorone simulation comprises the entire strategy.
.A

FHA/HERO is soliciting bids for a T-shirt design andfaesires advertisidg campaigft

for national distribution for'selected FHA/HERO T-shirt.- Establish ,an advertising

company. Determine board of directOrs, ad campaign manager, artists, copywriter,

salespersons, accountant. Company members meet to determine plan of action.

POssible questions (develop list on board).

-What questions do you have about this problem?

- -What-What are situational factors affecting this problem?

- -What are environmental factors? (Laws, rules, school codes.)

--How will this decision affect our-FHA/HERO?
i

--How will we solve th problem?.

--What do we peed to now about advertising, designing the. T-shirt and.

marketing the product?. /.

*Note to instructor -- during questioning, students should be concerned about designing

product as well as ,advertising the 'T-shirt;.

Discuss alternatives for T2.- hirt type and design. Analyze consequences of each

alternative.

Invite an advertising agency representative to speak about product promotion.

"

9

5
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PROCESS
SKILLS

1

Goats
RAMS
'ACTORS

4,

Ttictors affecting
advertising
(continued)

Reflection

Peer pressure

STRATEGIES

Stirvey local FHA/HERO chapters. to determine preferences. Weigh and consider
alternatives and consequencesAConsider any body sizes and figure problems.
Consider male as well as fetale in FHA/HERO. Vote,on possible'solution.

Plan a contest to select student designs of the T-shirt. 1n5olve art teachers in
evaluating the designA

ik

Plan the advertising camp/aign. Develop advertisements. (magazine, televisioll, radio,
newspaper, billboard; shopping bags) to promdte the'T-shirt. Produce samp1.4 T-shirt
designs.

Test the T -shirt using your school as a test market.- BaSed on information gained
duringtest marketipg, surveys and other sources, reflect on previous decW.On,
Reactto recommendations making necessary changes in T-shirt.design.

Develop advertising. strategy thrQugh.questiotting.

information do we need?
- -What situation_al factors affect our decision?
--Why should we. .be conceTne&about the advertising,problem?

have in developing an advertising
--What environmental factors affect otA decision?-(Flyers cluttering enviroffment.)
- -What alternatives and Onsequences do we

strategy? (Develop chart, on board.)

1
"Do-we 117 e the skillfirneOssary to carry.
--What do you need?
- -How can we better prepare for this situatiOn?

out strategies successfully?

I

Take action based on class decision for advertising strategy. Produce advertisements.
Develop advertising eproducepapet,advertisements, tape radio spots, videotape, and
other. planned airrtisingi;

Evaluate effectiveness of:.advertising..Consitier self, family, others and society'.
Did peer pressure enter.intothe decision of desigh selection, coMmittee re7esOta-'
tion, decision.to,purchase? WIty7orWhy not?

Develop a. Prodtect evaluation itleationnaire to determine effectiveness of adveatising
And reasons or purchasing

«1:
shirt.

AS:
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Peer pressure
(continued)

t

fr

Reflection

PRODUCT4VALUATION pUESTIONNAIRE

'1. tike this design because.:..

2. I purchased this shirt because..._

3. I saw the adveitising

.4. My friends thile the T-shirt...

5.

6.

7. 4

-Examine questionnaire responses: Determine instances of peer pressure.

ti

- -What if everyone acted this way?
--What if you were the person purchasing the T-shirt, 'not the one creating it?
-. -What' are the alternatives foi the person being pressured.into purchasing the

'T-sfiirtl
--What are the consequences of students being pressured into purchasing the T-shirt?

IEE--Itesearch

,

promotional ideas found in advertisingjn relation to clothing and
household textiles that are helpful to the consumer. Justify your selection of ideas.

Design leaflet on "Tips to the.ConeuMer" .-

lEE -- Develop bulletin board, poster, school newspaper article, display case or'

panel didcussion direCted 'toward. teenage consumers concerning the topic "Pressure--
Media'and Peer--And Your BuyinsOdbits."

IEE-7Take an inventory.of perscral clothing or textile items at home, *Write down why,

yot bought each. Indicate those which were influenced by media and/or peere. Discuss

how awsrghess of these pressures crin influence shopping habits.

0 '

Write aRaragraph outlining wha or who influence your cho ce of clothing in various

sitaatio0A0 (school, hoMe; park;, sports, work).
43.



PERENNIAL PROBLEM .1

A a.

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

*J;

Wy(t To 3)o Regarding Meeting Perspnaj
Add Family Textile Needs

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

FT 1.26

What Should I Do Regarding Physical, Select leisure wear appropriate

Social and Psychological Needs? for individual needs
_

. ,

CONCERN/CONCEPT
- Socidl and Psychological Needs/ '

Leisure Time
.

\

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

gb

Selecting appro-
priate dress for
leisure wear

,List leisure time activities which you participate in or your families are actively

involved. Place a 40°1 beside activities by season,(Sp-Spring, Su-Summer, F-Fall,

W-inter). Circle activities requiring special attire.

Describe a- timmOghen you saw a persoh (or yourself),inappropriately dressed at a

sporting event.

- -Is thii a problem?
-.4Shoul4 we be concerned about this situation?
--Does it affect self? (No hat when skiing= loss of body heat) Ilik

--Does it affect others? (Jogger without reflective clothing 6. 'automobile accident)

--boes dressing inapprqpriately for leisure time
activities caude you or others to

feel self-constious? -Why or why not? .

--Does peer prasaure enter ,decision of leisure timeatt3xe? How? '

- -Does advertisi into decision of leisure time attire? How?

--Do we ever feel unsure of clothing Choices, for leisure time activities?

--Is it necessary to purchase udique outfits for each leisure activity?

-'Why is it important for an organized 'te. ., t be appropriately outfitted?

--What do we, need to know about leisure-tim .attire?

--Who/what are the resources?

A

t

Invite a resource speaker from local s rt store, or a well-known sports person

speak about the part dress plays in spe if c spbrts.

.

try

teo
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Selecting appro-
priate.dress for'
leisure wear
(continued)
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r 46

4

Air

I

FT 1.26

ti

STRATEGIES
r

In groups, seleCt a leisure activity and research physical, social and psychological
aspects of clothing needs. .Develop a leisure,clothing/footgear wardrobe display. '-
Discuss why special footgear is needed for some leisure activities.

1

Based upon activity above and clothing selected by the groups, construct posters with
pictures clipped ffom magazines(and catalogs. Post in classroom and report on
suggestiops by group. How could.the outfits suggested be modified for other leisure
aZtivities?' Discuss.

Evaluate personal leisure clothing. Inventory-items (including proper undergarments),
discuss effectiven SS and make appropriate suggestions.

/Consider the following g situations (Debby, Susan, Josh, Andrew and Kathleen, who are
entering the tenth grade, live in the same housing developMent, ride the same bus and
are involved in physical fitness activUies).

--Debby wakes up at 5:30 a.m. and promptly jogs two miles before breakfast wearing
old 'gym shorts, cut? -off sweatshirt, fier )broiqt's hand-me-down nylon parka, and
$50.00 running shoes which absorb the tavement-shock.. She passes Kathleen around
6:00 a.m. as Kathleen is just starting'out in her velour designer running suit
and matching peach tennis shoes. Kathleen feels that lookinipcoordinatedis more
important 'hart the exercise involved. After a14you might see someone exciting!

--About the same time; Andrew is remoying his tfack,uniform from the cothes dryer
and thinking about the five kilometer run at the meet'this aftetnoon. He has been
saving his morning paper route money to purchase new running Opes ehdorsed.by the

'coach.

I.

--Josh and Susan, officers in the local FHA/HERO, are meeting at the lotal McDOnalds.
for bre/Vast to plan the annual Fitness Faif. 'This year a June Jog will be an
event which should'attractNkthletes and spectators. They also plan to organize a
Jog-A-Thon to raise money for the state FHA /HERO project. One responsibility of
Josh and &Lien is to develop an instruction sheet for entrants in both events.'

.

T8day, they are'discussing suggested_ clothing. Josh is.concerned that only general 4 /(,3
suggestions should be stated, knowing that his friends Debby, Andrew and Kathleen
all have different idea f appropriate attire Susan thinks coordinated fits
would be neat':

-"2:-.1I.,$:41L. .D7+ :
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Selecting appr'o-

priate dress for
leisure wear
(continued)

r

48

STRATEGIES

What situational factors, values and goals will affect the Jog-A-Thon and June Jog
suggeited clothing? (Weather, 'personal values, resources, money, safety, comfort,
health, personal preference.)

Using the following chart, list the alternatives and consequences of possible attire.
Consider all personalitie6 involved, such as Debby, Kathleen nd Andrew.

ALTEMATIVES CONSEQUEN

1. All entrants purchase the same
shirt and shorts

7
2. No suggestions are outlined

--Expensive
- -Not allowing for self expression

and different body types"
- -Easy to id4intify entrants
-May limit number of entrants

belfilopropriate fotw her
not flexible -V,4_

-Free advertising .

41

r7Freedom of wearing anything
- -,No health;:safetyl or comfort guide-

lines given for 'novice
--No uniformity

Develop clothing suggestions to incorporate in the Jpg-A-Thon and June Jog entrant

instruction Sheet. What masons are behind the snggestionsf-0hy is this best?
Considering the environmental factors, are these suggestions workable?

FHA /HERO -- Develop a school showcase of aropriate leisure attire.

'FIRA/HER0--Disia.ay and explain insulated clothing suitable for winter activities. Take
a winter triprto evaluate comfort and effectiveness of winter items such as boots,
coats, gloires and sleeping bags.

FHA /HERO -- Invite coaches of several ofgani;ed sports to serve on a panel discussing
,attire for sports.
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Selecting appro-
priate dress for
leisure time
(continued)

IEE--Evaluate your family's leisure clothing. Make suggestions to improve.

IEE--Study' a variety of footwear. Chart the types, advantages, disadvantages and
costs of each.

IEE--Budget expenditures for leisure clothing. Consider curreit warftobe, activi-
ties involved and resources available. Develop a plan. Evaluate.

.

A

r
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[PERENNIALTROBLEN 1

PRACTICAL PROEM

CONCE /CONCEPT

,7

What TdDo,Regarding Meeting.
Personal And Family Textile-Needs

What Should I Do Regarding Procurement-
of Personal And Family Textiles?

Planning/Quality-Quantity

FT 2.11

NOM ,EMAKING SKILLS

'tip,

Determine how much- to spend for clothing
Evaluate family's wardrobe needs "
Select clothing and accessories

PROCESS
SKILLS

STRAtEGIES

N / Indicators of
quality

ROBLEM

Use activity such as "The Price Is Right" to determine the price of ready-made clothes.

Ask 'students to study three ready-made garments of the same 'type, such as shir6,

jackets or slacks and to decide upon prices for the items. *Reveal the actual prices.

Discuss construction features and other factors (labels or styles) that may have

affected cost guesses. Make a list of quality indicators.

When selecting clothing and textile items, must there be a choiace-between quality and

quantity? _If so, why? If not, how can both be achieved?

Individually read the following situations and state whether quality or quantity would

be of the utmost consideration in your choices.

4

--You've just been hired as a-bank. teller and need new clothes for the job.

--You want to buy a baby present for a friend who is on A tight budget; has a

limitqd baby wardrobe available, and needs as much ,help as possible.

--You're on .8 diet and have lost enough Weight that all your clothes look too

big on you.. .
, .

--You're going for a week's camping/hiking trip into the mahntains in October with

friend', who have gone.for several years. You'ye lived in a wtrrm to "moderate

'climate and have never camped or hiked before, therefore y9u do not have proper

clothing for the mountains. .

Compare your choices. Discuss factors (including'goals and values) which influenced

individual choices.

y
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metss
SKI S

COSCEPTS

ti

Factors that
determine
quality/quantity
choices

STRATEGIES

Usin: resources,' construct a checklist' of factors to consider when judging qualitY"\_
of .a eitile item. Bring items -from home or.arrange a field trip and evaluate
selec CI items using the checklist. Include. factors such as judging fibers and
fabrics, ,okin: ht grain and finish, construction details of stitching, seams,
-seam finishes, arts/tucks/gathers/pleats, facings aqd supportive$fabrap (inter-
facings/lining0t, collars, closures, trims and hems. -

11
Debate the issue "Quality is'always worth the money." List the pros and cons.
Discuss how different age groups, socio-zeconomic groups, cultures would perceive
this statement.

ZEE--E7plain how fads enter into the quality/quantity issue. Interview others on
preVious fads. Analyze current wardrobe seeking'fad-items: Report to class findings_
as. related to quality/quantity. To 1..

'4

IEE--Inventory your own wardrobe. .Plan an evaluation chart as to quantity, quality
and versatility of item: -Color code good and poor4ourchases in relqion to wear,
suitability and personal value of each.

List basic categories of clothing,that.would be typical in the wardrobe of adults,
teenagers, children and infatits. Circle the number Of the listed item if quality
would be a greater,concern than quantity when seleCting that itemfar that age person.

CHILDREN INFANTS TEENAGERS ADULTS .

1.\ Coats 1. Sleepers' 1. Jeans 1. Slats

2. Slacks 2. Slacks dik' 12. Shifts ''' 2.' Sports clothes

3.4 Shirts 3. Snow suit 3. Dressclothes 3. Shirts.,

How did your choices vary among the age 'groups identified? What additional infor-.
matiodifould you need to know to make a moreApforMed decision?
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PROCESS
SKILLS

1

w.

CONCEPTS

40
FC

Purchasing ,

quality items
at low/moderate
prices

4

4

% STRATEG I E$.

React to the cste study *Alicia Goes Shopping and answer the follawingiquestions.

- -What are the problems here?
--What should Alicia do?

What are the.situational factor's, values and goals affecting her decisions?
List alternatives and consequences of each. Suggest other alternatives to Alicia.

- -What aspects of quality should Alicia consider in purchasing a coat?
-Are there skills that will affect hei decision?

."*.mati

individually complete the following sentences.

- -An iteleof clothing. for which quality would be an important ,factor is...

- -Overall, my purchaSes during the past year-have reflected an emphasis on...

- ,I* five years, I' am likely to consider these' factors to be Importan 'where

planning my wardrobe...

w.

'FHA/HEROPlan a clothing drive. Check for quality. 'Make repairs and distribute

clothing to charitable organizations.,

-s
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n, ALICIA GOES SHOPPING

Alicia. has received al20.00 birthday check from her grandmother to
assist in purchasing a winter coat. Living on the busline enables
Alicia to visit the stores dUch.as specialty, discount, department,
manufacturer's outlet, secondhand and a mail order. She knows that
this coat must be versatile, enough to wear to school, sporting
events and dates. Her mother says thatlAlicia has/peaked as far as
.height and weight but Alicia is still Ocncerned, especially since she
added 2" to her 5'7" height last year! Since Alicia must assume total
responsibility for her clothe8 care, drycleaning is a negative factor
as, is ligh colors. With the $20.00. eked in hand, plus $30.00 saved,
froi babysitting, Alicia hops, on the bu6 in search of?the perfect
winter coat.

First stop is Aatn's; a specialty shop with designer labels. A
beautiful wrap cashmere coat is spotted. All the desirable construe- ,

tion factors are present and does the'wrip style ever look fantastic
on Alleles $all figure! Alicia .gasps as she looks at the price tag
of.$300.00. She recounts her money and promptly jumps back on the bus.

The next stop is the department store with three coat departments--
budget, moderate and better coats. The budget department has several
selection's for under $50.00. There is a brown corduroy with fake fur'
collar, loden green polyester fill stadium coat and a burgundywool
tweed with a lining that is pulling at, the arms. None of these were
very flattering on Alicia plus she thought the tweed looked like her
maiden aunt's! To the next level! 'With dismay, Alicia could not find -

any coats within her price range, however, the moderate sectionwas
advertising a buy now-layaway plan. One grey all-weather coat with
a wool plaid.zip-out lining and matching scarf could be purchased for
$90.00 (on sale,from $125.00). Checking the hem and buttons, Alicia
could see that some repair as' necessary. She asked the salesclerk
to hold the coat until tomrow.

The manufacturer's outlet store had nothing in stock in Alicia's size,
4

The next stop was the secondhand store operated,by a hosilital charity.
,The volunteer operating the store was very willing to assist Alicia.
Two coats were deteiMined.to be phsibilit*s--a navy wool" double
breasted classic. with excellent'construction details but needing a,
replacement lining (price tag of $10.00) pl rose-colored'down ski .

.jacket (price tag of $20.00).
t.

One-MoreatOp! The neighborhood discount store offered several cciat:s )
under $25.00. One in particular a*ppealedito Alicia, 'a pale buff
pseudo suede. On examinatioh she found that there was,not an inter:- ',

lining. Remembering waiting on the bus in 0° weather, she hung the
coat'back*on the rack and walked back to her house.

1,1
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.1 PERENNIAL PROBLEM

IPRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal And Family Textile Needs

What Should I Do Regarding Procurement
ofl'ersolial and Family Textiles?

Planning/Life Cycles
\

it

FT 2.12

Evaluate family's wardrobe deeds
Determine-how mucito spend for clothing
Select clothing And accessories

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

ALI
YAW'S
'ACT'S

. -

Relati6nship of
clothing to -the
various stages,
of the'" family

life cycle '

Factors that
'influence life
cycle textile,
choices

Invitg a communitfrepresentative (a public health nurse, a buyer in clothing ,store,

or a'senior citizen) to relate observations in relation to clothing needs of various

life cycles. How does age, job, career and income &ffect the individual' clothing

needs and interest change in the various Stages of one's life?

In'groups, view pictures of various people's clothes. Select clothes for people of

varying ages, sex and life cycles. Share and discuss reasons for your selections

with the class;

Discuss factors that influence life cycle textile _choices.. Consider questions similar

to

--Does your work Or lifestyle affect how you d_ resw?

--Does the way you were raised affect how you dress?

--Does peer pressure affect how you dress?
--What influences you most when purchasing clothing (rank order)?

. .

'What others think
What is in style at the
Media or advertisements

'Your personal taste
,palov4lity

Activity/occasion for which it will be worn

Moment Family members /structure

'Cost
- Other

Use resources of do a survey to identify factors which are the most influential dUring

each-etage of the4emily life cycle:-
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Roles of 'family

membefs

met.-

In small groupsv"develop a ease study representing families to different stages of
4the family life cycle. (NewlyWeds, new parents, age 30-40 with children, age 40-50

children at home, elderly, or less
forties with a new baby, young marrieds

4.

0,0

Textile needs )

of families an

4 61

with teenage childrfen, mildle-ag* with
typed families such as parents in thei

Jiving with grandparsOs.)

Give t detailed description of each fatty and individual members.including factorssuch as:
.-.

--Where And how they.live.m
,...7. 4. -. ).- -Type .of work or: activities hi\lihich i dyaidual members are involved?

--Goals, hobbies, traditions,. religion.
-.-Family's income and sources of ittlome

..%
tr.i

.Intevview someone in that_Age group concerning theirxtile needs Add problems with
textile purchases.'

In'e group determine what types of clothing each member of the family might-need
the curre7 stage of the-1.g: cytle. Keep the descripti'on of activities and life
cycle in mind when determining tale individual's ayfamily'a_textile needs. sDiscuss
how these needa might be

Consider-how individual and family textile needs meechange as progresithrough
life. How would these affect deCisions relative to textile needs? How could the
stages the SAmily has already passed through affect current and future needs? Compare
and share your decisions with.the class.

t.1
List types of hand aps that may require special cliothing (arthritis, blindness, lossof use of limb or amp(ttation, wheelchair-retlated condition). Select a handicap and

ri2pole play getting dressed with that con ition. Draw or describe typed 'of clothing
and closures which would appropriately et the needs for that handicapped condition.

Read *Clothing for'the Aging. '3

Invite or interview someone.who,works .4k a nersinehome to
needs of the elderly. Work in groups tb illustrate how t9
garments which would meet t eels of (the elderly.: Share

;

describe special clothing

modify gatments or t esigre
'with class.

V, 4
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Textile heeds
of families and
individuals
.(continued)

63

* .

IEE--Investigate why children's clothes are a separate part of the manufacturing
industry. Write a "fip_sheet" for selecting babies' or children's clothing for

specific ages. Use pictures to illustrate or draw your own.pictures.
f

IEE--Investigate why many older people may no longer fit into standard-sized

clothing. Other than fit, what would be some features that the elderly. would

rook for when shopping for clothes? Fully devribe the styles of clothing and
tYpes-of closures whichan elderly person might prefer.

FHA/HER0--Construct items appropriate for a senior citizen center, rest home center

or preschool. Present item(s) while holding an FHA meeting on 'site.

ti

64



CLOTHING FOR Tr AGING-I

It is a well-known fact that clothing is intimately related 40 one's
personal appearance and extremely important in social relationships,-
regardlesa of age. Not only does clothing influence others, but an
attractive appearance raises self-esteem, lifts morale and can be a
so personal satisfaction.

. voi
)

Contrary -to the stereotype that the elderly are careless 'about their
clothing and appearance, older people do :maintain'their-interest in
clothing and appearanCe. Often,. Oldtit-peoele work even harder at
being attractive to compensate for some loss Of.physical attractive-
ness.

The changing body proportionS of people ashey age present fitting
problems when thM elderly select their cloeSing. There is likely to
be a loss in height from sptdal changes. The waistline almost
disappears, arms are. usually fuller, abdomentand hips exPand," and
legs become thinner. This means many Older people no longer fit into
standard sizes and have difficulty finding clothes that fit.

Older people may prefer to wear lightweight clothing due to their loss
of strength and the fact that they may tire easily. Lightweight
clothing also makes dressing and undretising less of &strenuous
activity for the older person.

Because of chin and sensitive skin, soft, smooth fabkics should be
cho;en to reduce skin irritation. Clothing should, be free of rough;
bulky Seams.- increased skint;enaitivity also ells for all detergent
residue to be thoroughly rinsed from clothing when laundering.

s

Because of changes in skin tones, flattering colors for garlients may
differ from those which were ,Warn in earlier years. Very loose.: or
full. garments. or those which are too long should-be avoided since.
they could.easilY throw an.older,person off balance if caught in,a door.
Such clothing could also easily catch on fire when leaning, over a hot
stove.or heater. 'Acetates'and.rayons Are more susciptible400,fIamma-.:
bility -than other fibers and therefore should.be avoided by the'elderly
when selecting olothing Y

4
Many elderly women; especially handicapped elderly women, prefer shift7
stYIene-Piee dresses with waists,A-1Ane skirts, lowered
necklines; short raglan sleeves r,sfraightssleeves without cuffs. They
:tilso:like zippers and large button fasteners and long.tenXer-front
floaures., Closures of nylon hook and loop, tape proVide easy opening
and closing--especially for those who experience stiffjoints or arthri-.
tic fingers. ''

When shopping for clothing, eldeily women usually look for garments'
which are comfortable, easy to get into and out of, and easy to' launder
and care for. .They.al -so want clothing which is becdming in style and
attractive in color..

Source: Florida Department of Education.



Because of arthOtis in his fingers, an elderly man might prefer a
"clip -on" tie which is pretied as opposed to a regular tie. Ease
in dressing can also be facilitated by wearing slip-on/shoes rather
than those which 11.ge up. Closures of nylon. hook and loop tape can
replace buttons on omen's shirts, but still give the appearance of a
buttoned shirt: All of these suggestions 0-4,11 make it easier for

an ellierly man to'dress and undress himself, without-asking for
assistance from others.*

s
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CLOTHING FOR THE ACING -II

Clothing designed for people who have special needs can take them off
CV the sidelines and put them in ehe mainstream of life.

It^iti important for eldenly people to create'a favorable impressioJ
. .

. ,
.

.

through their personal appearance as well as through' their behavior. .

Clothes help maintain a positive self-inage and help piovide ago support.

.

. A
Dependency on Someone else for-the-daily task of dressing on be
demoralizing. Specially:deSigned or .carefully selected clothing m ay
serve to camouflage-a physical defect-or provide ease, in dressing that

_will contribute, to an individual's feeling of independence.

Clothing must .be easy to handle. The elderly and persons 'with -
handicaps have limited movement with less than, average coordina-
tion.

Clothing must. Piovide freedom of movement. Clothes that Abind or

are tight tend to affect .the circulation, which at its best may

not be good. Energy is often limited and dressing activities,
are difficult if clothing does not provide enough room to get in
and out of it. Since individuals often must sit OT lie down for.:
extended periods, this rewires roomy clothing. a.

Psychological needs are important and can be realized through
fashionable designs with interesting and colorful fabrics. A
person can m*imize to himself and others the visual-4_0'64s of
age or of .a esability with a good appearance.

Durability, and easy care are required. Crutches and braces add '

strain and friction which may soil fabrics in given places. The

strain on a garment when dressing and undressing is increased
with limited body movement. More laundering may be eequired as a
result of'accidents'with food and iticontinence.

Clothilw shouldfit.loosely to camouflage a,deformity However, it can
fit too loosely and be bilth uncomfortable and dangerous. .

If an individual has little feelilg-he or she may be' unaware of a
tight-fitting garment or shoes.

Boots.presen4a special problem. take care to select the long opening
type to aid itigetting boots on and off.

.1%

A Two-piece garmenis may be best. for fttting some figure problems and
proAde,comfort for the wheelchair user. They' are alSo'easier,to cope

'with when dressing andundressing.

Shift dresses, are good for disguising hip 'find waist irregularities.,

They.are particularly comfortable for aperson with a thick waist..

,,

-Tr.-177.4
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For the person who is sitting all the time, trousers for both men and
women might have tole longer in the back and shorter in the front to
proviide comfort. 'Suit jackets need to be short/to prevent titnahing,
of:excess material. The trouser leg should be longer to accomppdate

Jthe bend in_the knees.
-°

Fastenings perhaps cause individuals with specialtneeds-iiave,diffi-
culty than any other garment feature. Avoid baclopenings;. they are
hard to reach.. Features to' look for are zippers With long pull tabs,
large buttons, large grippers, and Velcro closures. i 41

Fibers like cotton, linen..%and'rayon tend to be absorbent but Wiinkle.
,I.,

Thermoplastic fibers lie nylon, polyester, and acrylics are light-
weight, resist wrinkles;.and dry quickly but are not absorb'ent and
tend to build up static electricity.' Blends of cotton and poiyeserr,

tto
however, will combine characteristics, jften with advantages of both.

4 : 4. .

Here are some'suggested adaptations for, ready7to-wear garments to meet
special needs:

Velcro to replace hooks for bras, girdles; shirts andAlouges.
*406 and loops or large hooks to transfer to front opeO.ng bras.,
Velcrojcir the fly opening of trousers. .

Zippers added to In:int opening of slips.
1)onger placket openings,

:POpenings in the inseam'of pant legs with Velcro tape or zippers
for dressing ease and braces.

Large buttons added A, zipper pulls.
Button -on pockets.

*Elastic in the ,waistband.-

..*Wfder and additional bat loops.
A bias Atrip in =the seam allowance at the
A gusset added to an underard seam..i;

!Extra rows of. stitching fof reinforcement
- and lines.

knee area 'of pants.

along underarm seams

Tape added to the seams to prevent stretching and breakift thread. ,

Adjustable suspenders.'
,*Reinforced 9penings and pockets.
-keinforcements. on the inside or outside of shorts or trousers to

4:

preVent wear from braces.
Linings for pants to accommodate add

!T.errycloth'lined garments for absor
Reinforced knees, elbows.

68
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PERENNIAL PROBLEMf '

Alb

ORACTICAL'PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

What To Do Regarding Mating
. Personal And FaMilyirtile Needs

WbatSbould I Do Regarding:Procuremept-.
of ,Personal and family Textires?

Social-Psychological/Design
Principles-Color

FT.2.13e

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

.Relate elements and principles of
design to clothing choiceS'

CONCEPTS 4. STRATEGIES

I

1-1

I

Aspects affecting
the total, "loOk"

9.

Prepare froM newsprint or large white paper a' life-size battle shirt and slackg outfit.

Trace the original four-times.\ Color in one with yertical'stripes;,one with

horizontal stripeS; one, all the same:coldr'and,one with diagonal stripes. Cut out

outfits scIstudents- can hold up in, front of them, Choose four students to stand

before the class. ....Hold .up- each .outfit in front of them. Discuss the following.

- -How are the Ohir outfits different?
design; lines make the person ,look the test?(

--Doescolor affect the total look? ',.

- -What is the,prectical problem in this.situation?

Make 4 list.on the board of all'espectS affecting the day we look.

Iements of design (lines,;. space, form, texture)
'1.niciples of design (balance,prOmotion, rhythm, emphasis, harmony)

Ir-16olor

=Body size/figure problems
41gAccessorioes

Fabric choiceslk 11)

'--Fashions/fads:(refer to 2.16) 0

*Id in "Illusions" day ind wear clothes you. think will liplike you appear taller,

'Shorter, sliMmer. Discuss who created the moat effectivetillUsion and why.'

..



PROCESS
SKILLS

J I

CONCEPTS

Elements of
design
- Line
- Space
- Form

Texture

I,
FT 2.196, ,

tl

STRATEGIES

Draw the following set of lines on a poster so students can react.

A. B. C.

r u g

D.

1111111

Look at the lines in Figures A and B. Do they 'appear to be the same length"or
Aifferent in each set? Why do you perceive each differently?

- Line . Look t how your eye trave ls in each illustration (Figures C and D). Are the shapes
the ame size or different? Does Your eye foeuson the tine or the space? Why does
thi space. in the boxes in Figure D appear to be different though they are the same

. I --Kize? How will these line illusions affectthe design of,tkthing and your appearance?

Discuss vertical, horizontal, curved and diagonal lines and the effect they have on
the body. What alternatives does bne have in clothing selection inrplation.to figure
problems/body size? Use *Let's Take A Closer Look to analyz'e sele6tion.

. ; p- Space /form L k through old pattern books, magazines'andOthei rbpurces. Find examples of each
ty eof line. Have available four sheets of paper or. posterbbard (one foreach
Students tapeOr glue line examples. found above.to the paper to make'elass posters.
Using the pbslets created bythe.sttidents, discuss space/fqrm created by the lines.
HowHis space broken up in the examples on'the posters? What effeclOoes'space/form
have on the body?

Show examples.(collect from magatines bv sketch) of good and poor apace relationships
in outfits.. biscuis with students. ,

40" Ik 44,4.

`pistribute avariety of fabric scrape-withe.different textures to each student. Which
tOtures would be casual? Which would.be sore. formal? Which would lookbest on a
small person? Which.yould 1.41ok best-on a large person? Do the textures we wear send

\

-Texture

messages about ourselves and the occasion?

11,) 12
$-rf

io
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Principle6
of design
-Balance
-Proportion

-Rhythm
-Emphasis
-HArmony

)6.

Color

3

Using resources, define principles of design. Relate design principles to pices of
clothing, using pictures. . _ RI

--Balance- formal and informal; creates equal weights visually and brings about
good relationship to all parts of design. '4-

-Proportion- Goitaring one,part of an outfit topanother and all parts creating
4he whole,appearalice of the outfit.

-.Rhythm--Eye Movement from one patt,of..the design to another part. 2

- -Emphfteis -An attraction point; creates-a center ofinterest:
- -Harmony-A pleasipgrelationship'of all principles and elements of design

working together.

Assign a color to each student. For a day recout where and"how many-times you saw -

that color used. Share with class. Compare results with the season's-"fashion"
colors. Repeat survey in another Season (fall,:winter, spring).

N

Show examples of pattern envelopes. Show same outfit in three different colors.or"

trace or sketch three outfits in different colors.
,

--What effect does color have on the figure?
- -Is it a major determining factor in. whether or 'not fabric or clothing is chosen?

Using' a color wheel, discuss color-relationships; pribary, secondary and tertiary
colors) color schemes; pastels versUs.bold, bright colors; warm versus cool colors.

--How does color affect mood?
.--How iscqprIhrelated to your image-or personality?

cofOrs create illn4ion9 of height? Width? "Op

Show,examples of Qlpthing with related color schemes and contrasting color schemes.

--Which would be appropriate for job or career? School? Leisure activity?
Swim wear?

--What factors affect color choices? (Personal coloring- -hair, skin,'eyes,-mood,
personality, light fading, laUndry fading.)
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FACTORS

*MEM .

Color (continued)

ti

Figure problems

,

r.

4irt.
-P75

Visit 'local department store and see the colors and textures being marketed lr

the season. Have students determine iihether the colors would be attractive oil them.
_

Provide color fabric samples and Mirrors/ Working in pairs, try swatches and Tank
-A .)the colors fiom good'to poortfor you. Develillpn informational chart t sucft as 6e

r

Best ColorS

Good colors

Poor colors.

Make A.
\

personal color plan using above ipformation. Why is it important to wider-
stand or analyze your figure? ,,, 7 I . .

.
-4

w -,.

'",\ - AML 11

Trace ,0 sketch severitl.A.gurt pi'oblems-on the hoard. nudents' point- out' figure
problem What would be' best 4c1O. tbAimouflngethese problems? (Consider .-.
-element. of design, printiPles of-design,- color.)

. ..
.

Discuss igure-types. What-are severafalternatiyes for these figure problems?
'What-Are theconsequerirces of the-clothing chosen to solve the problem for this
.figute/ at factors might.be affecting your choices?

e
i

As a clal4 read each of the situations and discuss hbw elements of design, principles.
of design nd color can be utilized to help solve, each person's clothing problem..14

s

--A friend has just been hiitowork in a business office. What types of
limes,, colors and textures would be ttle best -to select to give an impression.
bf authority?

, e

'±

----c'^- i:-T;-,ikkV,k,,,- ,
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Figure problems
(continued)
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FT 2.13e15...
STRATEGIES

--A girl has been invited to a'formibl dance. What typesf lines w9.1411t1 help

-her give an.appearance of softness and feminihity? What types oil/fabrics
and colors would help in this illusion?

--A friend likes to wear dark 0.othing with'very straight lines. Your friend
has complained to you that he/she feels that people avoid him/her and it is
difficult to make nOt.7 friends. How would'you suggest your friend change his/
her appearance to give an air of "friendliness and openness?"

Using black silhouettes and colored tape, create different illusions with color and
design principles and design_elements. Individually draw a "problem" situation
and. design a silhouette that would. minimize or hide:a figure fault/problem or

emphasize an asset. Possible situations include the following.

short
tall

--Too heavy
- -Short waisted
- -Long waisted

In small groups, have:.Students justify,

- -Wide. hips

- -No waist

- -Long neck,

- -Thin arms
-- ,Narrow_. waist

;Heavy thighs and

choices made.

legit;

Using a tailor's form or live model, accessorize (scarves, jewelry, belts, ties) a
plain black dress or suit. Note how lines change.

- ,... ./

ti

dividually, identify those things you like.about yoUr body or'coloring and those
) dislike. Identify. special way s you 'can "hide" your figure-fault/problemi.Or
enhance your strengths. What.types of clothing characteristics could achieve the
desired effects?

Designs,an outfit that would best "feature" your figure.
e ,

Because you select and make ghoicea, sewing your. wn clothes is an opportunity to
design yout own dlOthIng--be your don artist.. Using the elements and principles
of design, find a pattern yolkwould. like to make'and,considering fabric color ,and.
texture choices, plan p-:prOject for Yourself or a family/friend.

, _

.,., ,._:_:,__ 4=:-,V-,...---..,....4,i,,-.. x.-, . L.:,,,,:,,,1,.-----.-.,=,..
"' 'r..- ,..,..--,, ,....., .7-X17",

. . . .
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Reflection r-
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AP!

For each of the following "clients," plan h completeolotiit, noting features of
clothing that would emphasize/"hide" given body 6haracteristfcs.

* ,
.

. ,

--Jennifer has pretty red hair, but wears a size 14 blouse, due.solely to her :

wide shoulders, and a size 8'skirt or slacks:-. She will wear long, yellow
.cotton pants. to keep cool and prevent sunburn.

,
,

--Mark's club is trying to raise money selling magazines and the members want
to create a favorite public-image,. He is extremely tall and thin.

-4ftria does not want to crsace the wrong impression with her curvy, "hourglass".
figure, yet she-loves fri1131, feminine fashions. She plans to wear black
cotton velveteen jeans on her movie date. ', - .

,

--Brenda's hips are too large for the rest of her, yet she wants td,wear pants
--,- like most of the other kids do. On top she will be wearing -A navy and white

checked blouse with a navy sweater vest.
.

--Lois and Bob are so happy that she ig, pregnant with their first child. It is
near the end of the sc ool. year and shedges not yet want to tell here students
that she will not be t1jir teacher next year. She is only in the early stages
but her tummy is getting a little noticeable. What can she do to draw Eaten--
tion away from or,minimize her pregnancy?

--Mia has a phyaical hilndicap which she would like to be less noticeable. She
has had a mastectory', but does not have 'the prosthesis to fit into her bra yet.

--John has rounded shoulders and needs help to camouflage ,this figure problem.

Repeat the "Illuaion" day. Discuss differences in choices. pia the choices improve? '

IEE--List career opportunities related ,to design and textiles-and textile products'
for clothing and the home. - il

A. .

&-

IEE--Considering adapting clothing for special n4ed0, select a membei-of.youF
community who may have a Special clothing need. Design an aesthetically pleasing
yardrobe plan as well as a plan to adapt ready-to-wear clothing td meetthe indi-
vidual's special needs.

e.

8 O., .

r
,g
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Reflection
(continua)

A
4

F.
IEEInventory your personal wardrobe to determine w.hot, principles and,elementa. of

deign you have utilized in the past in your clot.1.1tik and accessory decisions. -

Identify what shoUld. now be -emphasized and 'plan triv,iard,robe utilizing,the, elements
and principles. . - .

."..
4..

..

FWilERQ--Have a parettbstudent. workshop. 'on selecting elementA and pr inc iples of 10
design' and color. s , ..- .. --

.
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LET'S.TAKE A CLOSER LOOK!!

-

J14
PAR1 I: What effect will each of the item4Ksted below have on a person's,

appearance?, For what-type of person would you recommend each item?

e

.

, ITEM ; . EFFECTS .

# N

APFROPRIATE FOR?

.

Bold prints,
.

.

.

,

.

. ,.

I

-

.

.

.

Pins tripes '-
,

., .

.

,
.

.

.

.

, .

.

.

.

Slacks with tucks :

at hip line- .
,i

.

,..N
. ,

,

.

.
.

N

_

.t.

.

_ .'

6

.

Dark cblorg5"-7 , . '

.

,- .

.

.

,.

1

.
. .

.

.

' #1 -

:....

. .,
...

Bright "colors 'a

.
.,

,

--.:i' .-.

. ,

..

.

,

'

- .

..-'

Flared skirts
.

.v:

..

,!

AA 0,

.

, . ,

.

r

I ...,--4.-

Banlon-'shirts .
.

.

'

. -

t

-*
.

d
x

,

'i' -1

..

:

\
,,.

l '
--

1.. .
-

Jackets with- two
slits in back ,

.
.

-

,
.

:0

.

--,.
1

i '
'II 4

1.4

t lr.

i 1

...

/

-

mt-7...

.

4

.mall .plaids

.

._

,,...

.

9, '

9
.

t4

.

.16

, -
.

,

,

,

/

r
6

...

/ nj..
. -, -

.

.

.Sport coat with
. .

.,contracting plints.,
...*.-0 ;: ,

-,- .

Jersey, fabric *._
. .

-
.

-..,
.

......

..

,

3 ,

',

.
.

.

1 c,, .
,

.r, -

....-....-

. .

''

.

r ,
.

Horiztal lines
. /dr- ,

,.. , ..,

.

.-

.

.
.:

r. ,
. .

1
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:
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, ..

.

.

.
..,.
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,,

.
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Bulky tweed fabric

....
4
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PART II: That types of clothing would help achieve the following effects?
Give reasons for your choices'.

r L. .

SITUATION APPROPRIATE CLOTHES/ . REASONS

$ 1.,

..- A:short person wishing
_ to appear taller.

.

motO

. A. tall.person desiring
toappeiir shorter.

..

,

,

. A stout person who wants
to'appear,slImmer.

.

,- ,

.

.

.

4..
. r '/.. : , .

-A slim perbenwhy wants
to appear heavier.

. ,
-

,
.

"../

.

.

r
5. The average person.

.
.

,

. ,

.

ti

> _

.

.

r
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT .

Ar.

What To DO Regarding Meeting
Personal ;Ind Family Textile Needs

What Shobld.TV;O Regarding Procurement
otPersonal and'VaAlly Textiles?

Planning/Coordinating Wardrobe

1

HOMEMAlil NG SKILLS'

FT 2.14e

Evaluate family's wardrobe needs
Select clothing and accessories
Determine how much to spend for clothing

,PROCESS
SKILLS

,CONCEPTS

"Y.

-1"

STRATEGIES' ik

)11

Individually gomplqte the fallowing open-ended sentences.
. - .

--My.favorite outfit for school is...because....
--The odXf14. (More/less)-formal than my school dlothes.
- -The one item clothing I need now or will need 'first in

.--The four " "se crates" (Skirts, slacks, shirts, sweaters) I wear most are
(give item and color) ...I.

- -I need the following access8ries. in the coming year....
--I will need the following clothes for spofta or special
- -'If I started to work or if changes, jobs, I would have
--My biggest clothing'mistake in the past yea ,was....
--When 1 no longer want certain clothes, I....,

Ili

e,

the future

Share responses,,

based on-repponseh, discbss the following questions.

-What do you need to consider when planning?-
--Whit image do you want to project? 0

- -What would that lifestyle NeJlike--its'values and goalii?
- -How much can yo affordor'do yon want to spend on-the wardrobe?
--Can you 4rsow .'acquire any .items from family members or friends?
- -What -might hope if- you borrow an article. and loSt as damaged ft?

- -,HoW else might u acquire the,c16ihing itimsind aCCessorlAs?

interests,.
to buy....r

.(0
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1

FT 2.14e

,

14

PROCESS
'SKULLS

,

N

, r

CONCEPTS STRATEGI4

AccesSories

Clothing
inventory

a.

1

.14

-4-What might be some reqults if you did not plan ahead for activities or
occasions in your life? ,

.

--How can you.find what is important in a lifestyle other than" your own?

Use *Looking for Wardrobe Planning Information? to determihe lectors of wardrobe
planning. -Develop a fact sheet.

Illustrate the tole of accessories. Bring examples to class.. Show how specific
accessories are coordinated with outfits (include scarves, belts, ties).

Make a-mobile or collage showing the variety of current accessories.
-,

" fo
FHA --Invite clothing store'representative.to demonstrate the. principles of
wardrobe planning/cOor rutting basid outfits.

t
Take an inventory .of your.c4thes. Use butther phper orde large sheet of newsprint
to make a chart, Record what you wear!for a few weeks. Tally the numb r Of times
you woreseach item, Are .there some clothes or accesso1les that you neve
What might yot 'do with these itemigq 1.11

wear'?

them, to a charitable group.

--Sell themi to a, secondhand store or in a yard sale.
---Give them toga friend or sibling.
--Recycle remodel the items.

. lb'

Look throt)gh magazines, catalogs and newspapers to find clothes and accessories that
you thilik would perk tip some"of the garments you..rarely wear and would provide more
coordination of garments. . 4';

Sel!ct one basic garment/out
the class select accessories
Display and discUss. Do the

tedents?'

A

fit for'the'entire class (like a' coat) and each member of-
for ii. Use actual accessories, drawings' or pictures,
chosen; accessories the'individualityof the

;.;
.

,.,-
. . . .

Plan an outfit (inciucte'ateeaSoftes) that bpulebe wornfor a variety of situations,
such es; ,'applying for a job/pchool outfit/church or 'Oracatia experienet) ridin1 in

4car/museum visit/out to din

,

4 <'

A

0
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FT 2.14e

PROCESS

S61_114
CONCEPTS e STRATEGIES'

Wardrobe
planning.

Reflection

ti

Individually', or as a Member'of'a team, select-one of fsthe followi

a coordinat[ng wardrobe for that urrson, Consider Jle costs, of
budget prices, moderate prices. and high prices. Obtain prices from newspapers,
catalogs Or by visiting local-stors.

wardrobes and plan
e '4ardrobe at

--Infant's layette
- -Grade school wardrobe (male and female):

--Ipniorhigh- wardrobe (male and female)_
-7eollege.wardrobe (male and female)
--Business wardrobe (male female)
--Preschool wardrobe (male and female)

..

Shafe the wardrobe plans. Discuss how much it wouldcoat if an entire family had to
ptirchasI a new wardrobe. How can a family plan to Meet individual members' clothing
needs? How could the community be affected if 'a family-loat eyerythfng they owned?

, fHow might the family replace its clothing other tharv'purdhasing it?
ti

,

Use practical
the. situation
Test wardrobe

reasoning to determine values, factors, goals that piay.be involved in
. What are the alterndiiVes and Consequences .gor the group. selected?:
decisions by *sing the univert4,1 teat, role.reversaltest, and new

1;

situation test,

.Complete the following frentences

-Aye. current lifestyle

tb

--Items of Clothing that rcurrIntly dim 'that reflect 'this lifestyle are....

..-Items Oat I might "atquire thlk vol. reflect my lifehtyle are.4..
-;--The li&style I would like to shave in

this
future-1i:- .. e

--Items 'of clothing thhei:muld reflect this lifestyle are... .

IEE-7Based upon. the inventory end answers to theequestions, estiObligh wardrobe plans

Afior nt.Year. NGo.naider.the types of activities, lifestylt and family's clothing
lbudgest ihis.pXan affect the; family? 'What will you do with items no longer

needed? What clothins tims alreidy'owned will most influence yOur future purchases?
Xatimate the ,of-items aelecia4, Ti or, ±And-compareJwith amotin of money.available
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AFT 2.14e

1

PROCESS'
SK L

tt,

.1

CONCEPTS I

Reflection
(continued) ,

J

I

.-.."

9 ., .
4...,

: N. .. ..
... ivig: . .. .

. ..

,. .-,,.-_34,..., .,.....,...._ .. ,,,,,,, ...._.. ... v .,

STRATEGgS
, .

Revise plan tb keep within budget. Emphasize the total cost'of he'lgaidrobe.is a
sum qf,.all its parts.

. , o ,

IEE--Identify specific activities 'or octasions for your cur
that you firould lfte to have in the' future. Plan' aeardrobe
present wsirdrobe and identify what you have,-what you need
plan to obtain the items.)

rent lifestyle or one
. (Inventory your
to obtain and how you

IEE--Develop a basic wardrobe from 9 to 12 key pieces of clothing. _Plan attire iclor
one month using the basic wardrobe. Evaluate results.

,FHA/HER0--Survey, several local, sineSses tb discover what As considered appropriate .

dress for various occupations. Compile results and discuss possible .'reasons for ..

your findings. Develop a brochure to distribute to other students,in the school on
"Dresstng for the Job ,You Want."' Include suggestions pn how to plan the occupational

..wardrobe. , .

.
,.

, ,

FEA/HER0--Several-Members'are plannin&li overnight, trip for an out-of-town FHA/HERO
'meetingr There is limited space' in the cars for luggage:-,Memby/Plan coordinated
outfits Appropriate for the meeting's activities.

. - , ,

-Plan an, FHA /HERO uniform ehatt,is versatile, appropriate for males/females, easy
to .care fort low jil cost: t, .

7-Spons'or a fashion show emphasizing q.lyuse of shoes and accessories.
-- Write'an article'for school newspaperOn-thisyear's fashions. '

1 .

4

41'

410
a

4).

9'2
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LOOKING FOR WARDROB8 PLANNING INFORMATION (?

.4;

1. Consider' your lifestyle.

.2. Take inventory of what you .have, to determine-what you need and what:*.

you can afford.

'.,3.1kPrioritizeyour needs.

4. Don't, go to exremes on any one kind -or clothing .. .

, 77.

A or :

. Evaluate clothes on the basi6 of qua:11;y; style and purpose.. .

. N

6. Watct for sales.
4 '

7. Lool, for :,siMple. style and good design.

8. Keep your budget in mind'.

9. _ ,Become 'familiar with available fabrics and finishes and, their. bare -
_

,

P

101 Be able to identify go2d workmanship.

11. Care for cleothes properly.

4;
12. Choose the proper

13. Shop in reliable stores

j

t l
r



PEkENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONeERN/CONCEPT

A

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs ,

[hat Sltuld 1 Do Regarding Procdrement
of Pereonal and Family Textiles?

. ,

Plhnriing/Fade-Fashions

-90

FT 2.15

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

10

Select*cloAing and accessories
Awareness of fads, fashi'ons and basic
items in clothing selection

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS' STRATEGIES'

A

Historic.i1/

cultural ,

-influences

*haracteristics
of fad, fashion,
classic and *sic
clothing items

a

WridOlon chalkboard or make a transparency of the following Public reaction to

.fashion. Public reaction to fashion has been itaid t6:be:

4,

- -Indcent (10 years 'ahead o4ime) --Ridictilohs (20 years later)

- -Shameless (5 years ahead of time) --Amusing (30 years'later)

. --Dari (1 year ahead of time) --Quaint 00 years later)

- -Smar (currently popular) --Chhrming (74 years later)

-Dowd (1 year later) . --Romantic (10 .;years later)

-- Beautiful (150 :years later)- -Hideous (10% years later)

Survey or record student-reaction to the above.

,

tpse television, movies, bOeks, magazines, National GeograPhiCs, old school yearbooks
and. other resources' tofind pictures of dress which illustiate historical, fashion

and 'dress of other cultures. Use resources to identify factos (socital,'reli-
gious, political, geographical) which fluenced that fashioA% Mount on posters1411
with explanations of $ype of dress, orig , date. How has this influenced today's dress?

Using resources, identify characteristics of fad., fashion, classic and bafac'clothing

items,.

.
r C

4.-

LOcate quotes from well-known fashion designers in magazipes, in trade newspapers or

frowthe TV news. What do these leaders in the industr say Akoutfashion?' Fad?

All-around wardrobes? Do you agree? Disavee? ,.,

.
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4 'FT 2.15 -
(--3

PROCESS

SKILLS.
CONCEPTS- STRATLGIES

00

Characteristics
of fad, fashion,
classic and basic

clothing items
(continued)

Reflection

..

Use resources to view pictures of " classics" in the fashion,world. What has placed
Them in this position? Display' pictures of the classic styles. Would the phciusion
of some "classics" in one's wardrobe be beneficial? Why or why not? .e

,,
,

14/
Looking through old magazinies, identify styles that wefe fads. Discuss how one might
.determine if a new style will be a short-lived fad or a longrterm fashion.

Create a display of fad items. Ask students to'cOntributeto the display. E4aluiteS
the worth of each item in terms of cost and serviceability. 4'

4oN

Create a fad. Sketch or make a model.. Each student will present'his creation to the
class, explaining what it is, how to wear it, who they predict will wear it, And how
long it will last. After all the presentations have been made, students might vote
on the fad' most likely to succeed. Discuss reasons.

Bring "out of fashion, but wearable clothing items, to class. Brainstorm how items
could be changed to become more fashionable. (Reshape the legs of pants, change
hemline.).

Discuss. why fashion changes so quickly.
4

Research a fashion season tha4,has missed, for example, sportswear or swimwear. What .

was the look compared to two or three earlier seasons? How long 0 itemstay fashion-
able?

Brainstorm forms of physical adornment (pierced earrings,.cosmetics, hairpieces,
'jewelry, tattoo, glasses, body painting). Find pictures illustrating forms of adorn-
ment. What message do these convey? Did any start with a celebrity for designer?
What'forms of adornment

1

have been recent fads? What forms would you classify as
fashion?

Read the following. case studies and analyze goals, values r situational factors that
_affect each person's concern for'faskon..

A ;
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FT 2.15

7

PROCES3
SKI S

CONCEPTS . ti SIRATEcIES -

Reflection
(continued)

. -

,,
-N..

00AIS
-VAIN!!
I.AC TOSS

.--Bob:hates to dhop for.cloPleS, so he wears whatever his pom b ings'home for
him,er whatever she suggests they buy on one of their rare shopping excur-.

t sions together. He often feels a little too "dressed-up" sortie' lets his

appearance get messy y-when he can, After all, he.isn't abouttotake,care'
of clothes he doesn't choose anyway.

--Amy wants to fit in with A particular group at school so she dtessea and carries
her'books like the students she admires. When.her girlfriend bought a designer
brand sweater this year, Any got one'just like it in a different color, even

though she looks a little fat in it. It is difficult for Any to afford the
"right" labels but she wouldn't be caught dead in'an outfit ahe dreamed up

herself.
--Jok pays a lot of attention to how he looks'and wears only what looks good

on him. He-bIlieves he, is too short for jeans, and he will not wear & sweater
over a shirt fat fear of looking too bulky, lie thinks his neck,is too short

for turtle necks. He also thinks velour is so soft it will*ke 'him loOk soft.
Eyary day John wears the same dark slacks aloklight

What are the alternatives and consequences Yn.each of these dabs ? Can you identify

with any of these situations? What informatic0 do-we neAteo censer? How do the
abrve akcisions affect the individual, family and others?:- Is-fad,Tashion important

tb, you? Your parents? thers ?
,- ,

. -

'

.

Write a space colony ato in whidh descriptions of clothes are included as ell as

futuristic machines ar services related tdclothirig, and any special problems at

have to'be considered in clothing design. Discuss implications o stories.

IEV--Ihterview grandparents and parents to trace the fashion,changes they have viewed
fdt such items as `ties, slacks or hemlines

TEE- -After lobking through-current newspapers, magazines and pattern 'books, identif

what you feel is the most popular Clothing fad today; Write a short paper describing
how much it costs, how long ft.4ill probably; last and whether you would purchase it..

Share papers in class.
.

\FHA/HEROInterview a buyer from a local clothing store to discoverWhat styles ill

be offered for the upcoming season. How far in advance of markelking are styles %

de 8ned? --Other questions of PorsotalAntereeit .rela*1tofashion- should be
Olk
, --,
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What To Do Regarding Meetingfersonal
And Family Textile Needs,

What Should I Do ftegarding-Procurement
of Personal and Family Textiles?

Obtaining /Buying

FT 2.21e

prices, shopping

PERENNIAL PROBLEM .HOMEMAKING SKILLS

*Compare quality,
areas and practices

PRACTICkL

CONCERN /CONCEPT

I-

PROCESS'
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

.0

Factors whichwhich
influence con-.
sumer decisions

100

Ralph.stood in the middle of the men's department with several pair of slacks in hand
trying to decide which to buy and. how to buy. He had 47.00 to spend, but wants to
go to a movie later in the .week. Help'Ralph think of questions he!'Should ask himself
concerning this Rurchase.

Using resources, develop Cindy Comparison and Sam lhopright cartoon strip illustrat-
ing factors in shoppins(./

- -What is,important to know before shopping?
- -What do we need to know,concerning meth9Cof payment?
-What are alternative shopping areas?

--What are opportunity costs?, (Energy/time/money)

Complete*To Market, To Market. Discuss,answers.. *.
,

Conduct A survey of people in different age group's concefning where they purchase
clothing and/or textile products and why they patronize those stpres. Consider all
the advantages and disadvantages of 'each type of store patronized.

In groups, develop charts outlining retail stores in the area or within aft houllts

driving distance where needed textiles for the home can be purchased.. Compare charts
and use resources to determine characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of each
category.

Do *Where Can You Buy
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AFt 2.21e

PROCESS
SKI S

CONCEPTS , STRATEGIES

0A1.1.
VMUIS
FACTORS

1'4

rn

FR

Factors which
influence con-
sumer decisions
i(continued)

Sales,

6

Consumer
responsibilities

Reflection

102

r
Individually draw situtitions.or item from 0 hat and discuss where you would pu.tchase
that -item and why. What factors would .you consider in making that decision? What
alternativeS and consequences affect the.situations? Discuss how the purchase would
affect others, family and community.

-- Down - filled sleeping bag

-.7-Running shoes;`

--Raincoat,

--Gold-filled earrings
- -Fur Boat

--Alligator sh6eS

11+

Using current-neWspapef clothing or ousehold textile advertisements, describe terms
which relate to "sales" (end-of-seas , special purchase, clearafiCe, close-out,
Columbus Day., seconds). Analyze in terns of real vs. apparent meanings. Using
resources, cdmpile a monthly.buying glide of clothing sales (January-after Christmas,
August-fur sale),.

--What factdrs.contributed to-the price of the garment?
--Which place would you consider purchasing the item? Why?
--Would purchasing this item affect anyone else (family, Iriendsvcommunity)?
--Did high price indicate good quality?

Fa

IEE:-After researching factors Involved in comparison shopping, 'write "Consumer
Alert" articles for school or local newspapers.

In small groups, write skits depicting Irresponsible consumer behavior (trying on
white sweAtIr without covering lipstick, mishandling'delicate fabrics, leaving pile
of clothes in dressing room). Perform for class. ,Develop a guide listing consumer
responsibilities. Publish in parent newslettei.

Using practical reasoning, do *What Are Your Alternatives?

1

I

103-

p.

14
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TOMARKET TO MARKET....

Write the letter of the' word or words which completes the following state-
ments in the blanle provided.

1
Cs4

H
'

2.

.3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

7

Buyer leaves a deposit or partial
payment for.the goods and merchan-
dise is set. aside.

StAtement by manufacturer or
seller of a product or service
concerning their responsibility
for quality, characteristics and
performance" of the product or
service.
Activities designed to increase the
sale of certain products or service
or to improve business. .

Items sold below cost to attract
customeato a store.
Reduction below original price of
an item.

Unplahned consumer purchases.
Something made.to the individual
order-of a customer.
Looking at different brands in,
different stores to compare prices,
quality, features and store
services.

9. Offers products that ,have been
s_bought especially for the sale.

Items that have minor 'flaws or
imperfections; may be offered at

10.

11.

reduced prices.
Refers to selling techniques that
are intense, strong, persuasive and
difficult for customers to under-
stand.

12. Remain attached to the garment--
care instructions and fiber

content.
13. Large tags attached to garments.
14. ?abrics made by combining poly-.

*ster alit cotton.
15. 41 Wearing qualities of clothing.
16. Type of garment that has4specific

characteristics that make it unique.
17. Particular style that is popular at

a given time.
18.

to

Something that. Is new in clothing- -

but is short-lived.
19. Adds variety to the wardrobe and

helps stretch the budget.

Source: Curriculum for Inde

A. Fad
B. Hang tags
C. Comparison shopping
D. Loss leader
E. Warranty
F. High pressure
G. Durapilitv
H. Impulse buyinlz
I. Irregulars

4 J. Accessofies,
K. Loy-Away Plan \-Ns

L. Special purchase
sale

M. Fashion
N. Permanent Press
O. Clothing style
P. Promotion
Q. Custom made
R. Labels
S. Markdown

endent Living, North Dakota State Board for

63.
Vocational Education.

104.

S.
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A

WHERE CAN YOU BUY IT?

Types of facilities in-the community. Cheek the type of.shopping facility selected foi study.

Department store
Specialty shbii
Discount store

Mail-order
Swap meet
Factoryfutlet

In the blanks at tht left, rate the services offered by the selected, popping
being the most desirable and "&".' the least desirable.

Merchandis1e Store policies Customer services

lot

4
TKrift store
Street vendor ,
Otlier

facility from 1 to 5, with "1"

Variety

Quality

Price range

Brand names

Shopping environment

Desirable location

Proximity to other
stores

Sales staff

_Shopping hours

Parking

Credit plans

Majoricredit cards

Lay-away

Appiovals
e, _Returns

Refunds

Sales

Preferred customers

Promotional practices

Delivery

Alteration

Repair

Gift wrapping

Check cashing

Mailing

Telephone orders

Advisers

er services

Instructional Patterns for
Cons Edcuation
Ca3Ifornnia Sfate teparthient 'of Educ.

t-
:{
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A

WHAT ARE ,YOUR ALTERNATIVES?

V11%

1
,

While shopping at the department store, Sue found a coat that.met her, -

req4iiements of color, style, fft?,and care, but its price wAs X43, more
cv

cv
th4n,eshe planned to. apehd for the coat. However, she haA a chsige-.

-account and this would ,allow, her time a) earn de extra $8 Ito paysfor

1 the coat. ,

. .

A specialty shop -in the shopping center had 4, beautiful d uble-breasted
corduroy coat her'in hesize priced at $3: Sue looked care lly at the
construction details, 'noting that the coat should wear well. The only
drawback was the color, which was gold._

,,, , -

.

A discountest9re across town. had a large selespion off coats. Sue as

able to find a poplin "Rain-Shine" coat priced at $20rwhieg was the
'right size, color, apd style, but the construction did not meet her
standards. The _button holes weret.raveling, and the lining sagged below
the timline in the back.

. , - -

a booth at -a weekend swap meet, Sue saw a used suede cloth coat
which 'was similar to the one she wanted, but there was a dark stain on4.

-the sleeve: Tile price was $15. The swap meet was scheduled to close'
in two hotIrs, so a decision had to be made ilmediately.

N

The suede cloth c pictured in the catalog looked perfect and it cost
. dik

-,., only '$34. She the description and discovered the coat required,
4' professional diy ning. She was also concerned about the fit of

:061,!.
the coat, since cOul4enot try it on4efore purchase. However, the
catalog said merttandise 'could be returned fOrA-refuUd within five days. .

t . ..

, . .

7,, The same coat that Sue had found in thi Department Store was available
..

at the Factory Outlet 'Store for half - price: She could hardly lagieve
her eyes, a $43 coat marked $21.50. 4he looked At the tag whiiii-vad
"Irregular." Aftet'careefuW'examintilg the coat,.the only defect she
,could find was a poorly stitched back seam.

The Thrift Store happened to have.a navy blue coat/in Sue's size.- ,The
fabric was in good condition, but. Sue felt that the worn lining would

need to be replaced. The $10 price tag was-tempting.

Ed, 'the street vendor, had-coats today. Sue saw a navy blue suede coat

in her' size. It fit well and,160ked very expensive. The pri& tag
read $15. She wanted time-tdthink about the purchase, but Ed. said

that the coat might not be available tomorrow.

e ,

.n

106
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',I PERCNNIAL1PROBLEM

t

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

What To DoRegardipg, Meeting
Personiltand Family Textile Needs

What Should I Do Regarding Procurement
of Personal andfamlly7extiles?"

Obtaining/Buying

FT 2.21

Identify criteria for purchasing
textiles,
Analyze consumer problems

STRATEGIES

N I /

q

Criteria for
purchasing
textiles

107

b.

VIP

sing current magazines, find pictures of a variety 9f,clothing and
or the currentsleason (make posters). Compare S44e cost of-the item
noting design details.. Analyze costs of special eatures (designer
pockets vs. embroidered pockets on jeans). Describe whether -.the it

with other wardrobe items (patterned vs. plain). Identify'iteM which would.q)e a best
WOU.

ems
levity

plain
coordinate

y. Place posters around room.
'

Examine several ready-made garments and household textiles, (tpwAst
47ampare-fabric characteristics (fiber content, weave, finish), ieni
stitching, width and finish of hems.and seams, design.matching rice.' Record find-

ings on chart.. Summarize by describing quality features and ose features which

would not contribute to the durability of the item. Analyze the manufacturing tech-
niques used to produce each. Compare chart with *On Target Shopping Guidelines.

In small groups, describe clothes which you bought which did not fit and wore out too

soon. Share with large group. Sumearizb by listing factors which contributed to the
problem.

Curtains).
134 of

Invite a salesperson or buyer from an apparel store or visit a store to learn ways of

evaluating workthanship, fit.and suitability of apparel.,

Invite a'salesperson or buyier from a konaehold,textiles store or department to learn

ways. of evaluating workmanship and sultabili f household textiles., 108
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PROCESS
SKILLS

rn
CO

COMCEPTS STRATEGIES

Criteria for
purchasing
textiles
(continued)

Consumer problems

109

Using resources, list criteria !or purchasing househIld.textiles (table linens,
bedding; upholstery, rugs and carpets, attains and draperies). DOcribe how to
accurately measure. Practice ,converting measurements (inches.to feet,- feet to square
feet, feet to yard's, yard to square yards).

....
,...

In small groupi, choose appropriate fiber, fabric, textile design and product design
(could use fabric swatches and,pictures or create own designs) for 1) table linens,
27 bedding, 3) upholstery, 4) rugs and carpets and 5) curtains and draperies for one
of these situations.

.

-- Single man, age 25, in fist apartment; makes slightly below average salary;
,likes sports and outdoor activities.

='.'-Young married couple, both working; rent an apartment;)ike bright colors.
entertain, often; together make' slightly above/averag64neeme.

--Married couple with an infant and preschooler; bought a new three-bedroom'home;
mother works part time; need to economize; want practicaL"easy to care for home.

-Career single woman, age 40, makes good salary; likes elegance; entertains
frequently; prefers pastels.

-- Elderly couple in own apartment in retir4ent Village; desire comfort and easy
to care for household textiles.

t

It

In small groups, choose a situationrin which you are returning n unsatisfactory
clothing purchase to the store (T-shirt with faded trim, wrong, ize shoes, jeans
with broken zippel-, found a better buy, towel shrunk,- -rong color or style). Draw
a card which describes the type of comm cation in the return (rude consumer, rude
clerk, pleasant exchange, refund was/w 'tiven). As a class,-analyze the
situations discussing questions simila, to t ose listed below..

...

.-llas the return justified? Why oi.why hot?
-Oas the outcome equitable? If not, what more could have 'been done?
-Did communication or attitude affect the outcome?.

As a class, develop' a set of gUidelines for returning text*le and apparel produ
Include consumer rjghtst and responsibilities.
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STRATEGIES

Invite a panel of persons from local:retail/establishments to explain store polities
and procedures for the return of unsatisfa&ory apparel and textile merchandise.

.--Is.there any merchandise which is not'returnable? Why?
-How. do returns affect store profits and costs to consumers?

--Are there special conditionS'attached to returning different types of

merchandise?"

As a class, summarize findings. Write an article for a parent newsletter.

IEF-.-Invite resource persoftS from a variety of retail stores to present. a.panel

AiScussion concerning factors involved%in pricing garments.-.

FRA/HER0--.Present an inforMation speech concerning comparison shopping and/or parti-

cipate inskill events related to comparison shopping.

lEE- -Keep a-record of your family's expenditures for clothing. Develop a clothing

budget.

CoftSider the following:

--- Safe's family has $75 to spend for clothing, for school. Sue wants an outfit or

$25; mother was planning to have a permanent; Tim needs foostball cl ats; and

father needs new work shoes.

Using practical reasoning,. generate alternatives and consequences. Test decisions.

Fill the family.be able to meet everyone's needs and wants? .



ON TARGET SHOPPINGGMIDELINES

1-4

Consider the following points beforelleciding to buy a garment:

1. Check fiber content. Will it suit your needs?

2. ghat is proper care fox the garment? Is it washable?

3. Is ehe garment colorfast? This is particularly crucial when
purchasing jeans.

4. Check for wrinkle resistance. Try crumbling a corner of the garment
in your hand. ..It should bounce back.

4 .

5. Check to see irthe fabric will pill. Rub a small area in a circular
motion. Hold it &t an angle and check for pilling,.

40'
6. Is the fabric woven tightly so there is no possibility of snagging?

Y
7. Does garment appear to he well constructed?

--Buttons are sewn on tightly.
--Seams are securely sewn.
--Seams and hbal are an even width.
-:-There is no loose threads.
--Plaids and stripes are well matched.
--Garment hangs straight indicating fabric is..cut on grain.
--Collars and lapels lie smoothly.

)

.,7

--Buttonholed are neatly and firmly made. , . .

--Stitches are close together and even in length.

8. Does garment fit correctly ?,

9. Is thee a guarantee or warranty? V

10. What type of policy does the store have? Can merchandise be returned?

113N
$

Source: .Curriculum for. Independent Living, North Dakota State Board df
Vocational E4Pciti°

. . .
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Obtaining/Labelinl

- -

Kinds of infor-
mation on labels

.tospro,!..

r .

Characteristics
of care labels

114

Using_#arMents blirrowed from `a btoie, have a scavenger hunt to roost
information fround on labels. Afterwar s,,discuss: )

me- .

.--Where were labels found?
--What type of label was used/for various informatfo

hang tag.)

spetifio

(Permanent fhbel,
t

--What inibymation would be Yeneficisl if bn)111 the gal7ent?
$0,

Make a list of the different kinds ofjlabels, found on the scavenger hunt garments
Using the "What if" questioning technique, eyAfu#te labeling information fbund

labels from the scavenger hunt list. )

tli4hat if.. brand name labels were,nOt found on texi*le items?
--What if...cdre labels were not found on ;agile garments?

'77
Using. resourcqs: determine characteristics of care labels.- What Atems

to be labeydl. Discuss characteristiceigof labels.
.

.

1

.

Discuss .changes the constimer movement has played in the labeling of clothes. Are:

there any other changes you would like to see, take place? How woula, you go about

making you ancein known?.

do niot need

I 115
' ''''-"I'''' -. ,!..,. r-7,6,,,...,,,,,,,---

.,.,tr.,. :....
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'STRATEG I ES

Assume that you found a shirt that you really likeCand it was reasonably priced.
After- inspecting the. garment ydu discover a label that says "Made in China." Will,
this affect your decision as to whether:to purchase it? How will your' decision
affect society?

141Have you ever removed a care label from clothing aler you purchased it? If
so, what.did you do with the label? What were,_ the consequences of such action? What
other possibilities might there be?

Using pictures from a catalog, choose garment and draw a care label.

React to the following situations:

--Sally decided eo make a new t4 to Wear for school.. She found some fabric on sale
at Sew and o fabric store and purchased two yards. She thought a care label was
to be given with each fabric purchase. The clerk did not give her a care label
with the fabric. What should she do?

.John purchased a red and white striped knit shirt. After washing it in hot water
the white became pink. John was unaware of the care label with instructions which
said to launder in warm water. What can he do?

--Mary,dectded she needed a winter jacket that was warm, machine washable and wrinkle
resistant. She had $130 to spend. Mary found a ski jacket that met the'criteria
and purchased it in early fall. It is now spring and she is very pleased with the
performance of the jacket. What correct decisions were made by Mary? -

- -Bob bought a size medium shirt, but he really needed a .small. He returned it to
the store and exchanged it easily. He was very pleased. Why' was he able to
exchange it so easily?

'--Martie had a blouse of synthetic fabric. Whiles, ironing the garment the fabric
became discolored'and hard. Thb area affected "was , he collar. Wha happened?

--Michael and Sandra had combined their allowance more -to,get-their little sifter
.present for her aurth birthday. They had decided to buy heria Pali of plaln
'Colored pajamasCand decorate the top withlembroidery. As they shopped, they found
a yellow pair'for $3.89 which were finished with a fl me retardant 'finish and a
light green pair for $3.50. There was no information they could see about flame
retardant finish on the ajamas priced at $3.50. What should they' 40?
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TEE-FHA/HEROInterview individuals who purchase textile items to discover if:

--They read labels and what results have occurred from this practice.
--The purchase "decision was ever changed by information given on a label.
--Label information has value mace the purchaseis made.

IEE--If you are going to purchase textile items, will you consider informatiOn on
labels? Go to a clothing store and make, a choice between two similar items. What

influenced your choice? Was any of.this information found' on labels?. Develop a

checklist to assist in future purchases. Use developed checklist for all purchases

within a given period of time (semester, 2 months). Evaluate decisions made.
O

4

4
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Identify fabrics and their Character-
/istics

I

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS S4PATEGIES

\ I / Fiber character:-.

istics, structure
and properties

Performance
characteristics

120

On the chalkboard,draw a cirCle.(tatget) with fibers on rings. Divide into teams
providing,a bean bag to toss-at target. Upon striking a ring, the member of the
team throwing must state one fact about the fiber name struck. Missing the tar'ket,
results in loss of one point or missing a question results in loss of one point.

Is

Bring a garment or a household textile item to class from home that you consider a
personally interesting or unusual fabric Considering past pefformance,

-- identify fiber aiwitent. /
--identify as woven, knit or nonwoven.
,--identify any_finishes.

4

4
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Performance
characteristics
(conti4ed)

Textile
applications

--identify the common fabric name.
-- identify the care of the textiles (how you cared.for it).
-- express how the 6uitability of the fabric has been for its intended-end use.

7
Given pictures or drawings of different garments (from pattern envelopes or magazines)
and textile products and fabric swatches, select at least one fabric which would be
appropriate for each use. Consider factors *elated to. fabric performance (durability,
flammability, resiliency), suitability of texture, design, cost, fiber content, fabric
treatments, shrinkage, care requirements. I

Choose a type of garment (blouse, skirt, sweater, pants). Visit local stores,
Identify types of fibers and fabrics in which you find that garment. Describe the
care labels fo'r each,fiber/fabric. Summarize findings in terms ofiwearability,
aesthetics, time, epirgy and money costs to . maintain.

A

0'

I

I
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Identify fabrics and their
characteristics

r
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1

Performance
tests

24

"Ring Around the .Collar Check." Work in pairs to check labels in garments worn to
school that day. List fibers stated on labels on the board. Go through local news-
paper advertisements circling'fiberdlisted in descriptions. After awarenessactivity,
categorize fibers into natural and synthetic. Define natural and synthetic. List
general properties ()reach category in thart form.on chalkboard.

Use resoufces as needed to review characteristics of fibers.

Conduct the following tests on sample fabrics.

--Sun test-put colored fabric samples in the sun for one week.
-- Wrinkle test- crush or,prinkle the samples for 24 hours.
--Water test - lay the swatches on top6of a bowl of water. How quickly do they

absorb water? How long do they take to dry and what dci they look like when
dry? they shrink?A

--Burn test-working over a tray and holding the fabric with tweezers, place near
)the flasie. How fast did it .burn?' Did it go out? What did it smell like? Wha
was the-ash like?

--Washing.test-wash the fabrics several.times in hot and cold water. Record
results of colorfastness, shritikage and surface changes on fabrics. Wash
something that is labeled "Dry Clean Only," .

--Static test - rub a balloon-in your hair. Hold the fabric sample, close to the

static balloon.

oeNt: 14:)4, r..h- 1, 4,1+ I
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Performance
testa
(continued)

Flexibility

Finishes

Textile
applications

126

F

--Fabric structure test- soak a handful of wool battinvor wool fibers in hot
water. Preps with an iron using much for8e.

Using construc'tion paper strips pr a loom, observe or practice the weaving process.
Using knitting needles or a Rnitting machine, observe or practice the_. knitting
process.

Examine each of the above fabrid samplesunddr a microscope,or magnifying glass.
Identify weaves, knits and nonwovens.

Given a rubberband, list on board aimany'cbaracieristics ap you can. COmpare the
quality of flexibility of the"rubberband and Sample fabrics, knit; woven, nonwol.Yen
(suede,. felt)

Using resources, identify common_ fabric finishes. provide label94. hang tags,-advek-
tisements'stating'fabric finish.' Evaluate the fini" for comfort and care requirements.

Display items
Deteriine..the

in'the ropm and compare fiber 'iOptent.with Perviceability
timportance of label care ititormation._

Given different
suitable fors'

- -CampRg
- -SporTs

--Sleepwear

activities and conditimns, identify and .discnsP

--Swimming
--Mountain,climbiOE

Juetify- decisions.
consequence test.

T.-Farming 01.ixanching

--Living.r604urniture
--Carpets

Test decision using neW situation test,

O

of fabric.,

F

tex ile 'fabrics

--Curtains
--A wedding or formal
-- Pregnant women

.

role reversal; universal
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Considering fibers aniOtheircharacteristics, put together two or more fibers to form
a blend best suited for given circumstances.

--A woman has a job that requires a lot of traveling during the hot summer days.
Most of-the time she lives out of a suitcase.

It

--Barry is a little boy ablaut two years old,. learning to walk and is very messy
when he eats or plays.

.--A husband and wife love to go camping or hiking; especially in the winter months.
During theirummer most of their outdoor gear is put away.

Justify and test decisionN.

Considering Special needs'of individuals such. as children, ellerli, handicapped and
athletes in various sports, what, textile. features would be imporstantrto consider when
selecting clothing aild'household.textiles to meet their needs?

--Type or )weave or _knit
.-- Special/finishes

Special fiber types .

Display garment's. A Evaillate all the garments on display. 'Consider 'factors impoptint
Alyou as wellat factors related to suitability of fabriC for pattern and intended
e. Determine if you would make the.same.choice of fabric for the garment.

)FHA/HERO -- Invite a ).eathersmith to class to detonstrat working with leather or suedes.
(Invite a spinner and weaver to class to demonstrate a4 talktalk about fiber selections.

) ,......

FHA /HERO- - `Take a field trip to an'area fabric store. Each choose a problem situation.
In the store find the fabric most suitable for'the situation. Identify fiber content,
fabric structure, fabric finishesand name of fabric.' ',

PHA/HER0-..--Visit a" clothing. or .home furnishing 'store. Find an.example of a poor fabric
choice .or a goodlfabrechoice for an item of clothing: or home furnishing: Explain .'
reasons for your choi .

Investigate new developments in fibers and fabrics tat ilphastery, space -age textiles).
. ,

Write an ad for the perfect fiber or textile product. Create a name fOrthe,product.

. A

. . ,.. .
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What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs
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Obtaining/Constructton Decisions

FT 2.24e

Select construction project and
needed equipment/notions/fabric

'CONCEPTS

all
VALOIS
/ACTORS

130 0

STRATEGIES.

Samantha, Peter and Wendy ipproach Room 102 with anticipation. Today they begin
,sewing. uSamantha has never,sewn before and is really nervous. Her family does not
even have a sewing machine at home. Peter had a semester of sewing and constructed
a backpack from a kit. He really liked operating the sewing machine and was proud of
his accomplishments.lk Wendy.is a super sewer. She has been in 4-H since the fourth
grade and this year she wants to enter the "Make It With Wool" contest. She'has

already won several ribbons at the fair.

What factors will influence clothing selection decisions in the classroom? (Time for
clothing project,Acills and abilities, money, number of students, limitations by the
teacher. )

What questions will Samantha, Peter and Wendy need to ask-before making a decision.
concerning their beginning project? (List on the board.)

- -How do I.know what size Ic4m?
- -How do I know which project or pattern to select to best fit me? My skills?
- -What fabric goeswith whatpattern?
- -Will I.need my own equipment?
--How doI know how much fabric to buy?:
- -How do I'know what all the,symbols mean?:
- -How much should I spend on my project?
How am x similar or different from all the other people the claps?
--How can I determine what tyPe of fabric to buy for pattern?
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Figure type
and size

Pattern
selection

Determine skill level of students in ()rider tO.group those with similar skills together
or pair an experiences with an inexperienced sewer by construction of .a quilt block.

Post a figure -type chart from the pattern catalog for students to examine. Howeare
the figures different? Discuss how students determine their figure type.

Using a mail order catalog, look up the measurement charts. ,List the different cate-
gories in which clothing is offered. Explain how they differ. Note where measurements
are taken for the various categories of sizes. /

Have another class member take your measurements. Compare the measurements to the
sizing chart in the mail order catalog ana the figure. chart in the pattern book.
Determine the size you would wear. Does this Size differ from 'sizes usually worn?
Compare-metric measurements.

a

Dischss appropriate styles for appropriate figure types.

Post two pattern envelopes (front and back). Clearly label envelope parts and discuss
importance of each in determining how much fabric to purchase, notions; size ana Other
aspects. Distribute empty pattern envelopes and prepaied questions. Have students
practice interpreting and reading envelopes.

Have a representative of a fabric store as a speaker, take a field trip to a fabric
store or borrow samples of fabrics to discuss selection of apmpriate fabrics, appro-
priate trims and notions. (Refer to 2.22 and 2.23.)

In'small groups,i role play a poorly prepared student attempting to buy fabric and
notions from a poor salesperson. Share conclusions with class..

Based on skills, khOwledge-of above.and situational factors, what should be done in
selecting a pattern? What should Samantha, PeterOid Wendy select as a project for
class? '

Samantha feels more confident and is excited, .but nervous,' about Belding. 'She
is considering these alternative's.

-RA jiffy-sundress rA

c,
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Pat tern

selection

I-

ser,

-Fundamental
.tools.for
construction

Fabric
preparation

Peter considering these alternatives.

--A dawn jacket from a kit
- -A windbreaker from a pattern (no kit)

- wrap skirt for Ks mother for Ker birthday

Wendy is consideting these alternatives.

- -A lined corduroy blaier
--A wool coat \-
- -A bridesmaid dress for her sister's wedding

1

What are the consequences of each selectiod? ?ow can their decision affect others?
What do you think is best to do for each individual? ,D(o they have the skills necessary
io carry out each successfully? How can they b,etter,prepare theirelves? .

'
,

i
\

Individually qonsider factors which will influence selection of a,clothing,pio ect.
.,,

Identify skills needed to complete selekted prlject. (Fundamental. tools, abri p epar-
ation, pattern preparation and others.) ,-

...

,.

. \

4.,

Design a bulletin bovd: "Follow the Yellow Brick Road -, -to' New Clothes," Using yellow
construckion'paper bficks, indicate each step towards completion ofq_garment (from.,
fabric /pattern selection to final pressAng)., Using .a similar systwon an 'individual
basis,-students may chart their progresis.

Review sewing eqbipment. qRefer to Module 1:12e,) I 'do

. '1 *
. .

Wotking .n, pairs, practide threading sewing machine','stitChing'streight-4nd curved 4
lines, piVoting,c Award students Witha Machine Operator's License.

tii

Devilop safety posters relating'
Sewer is a Happy Sewer');

Bring selecped fabrics to clash.
the following.

-Fiber 'content

to sewing. ( "Never be sl'orCupine--Moutly"A'Sitety

iouch..as%Identify eharacieristis essential.td kn

FatoVte11tTU.cOre,
abric'.garek'

it-40,42
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Fabric
preparation
(continued)

Pattern
oreperation "

Fitting

Pressing

Identify lengthwise grain, crosswise grain, Selvage'and bias o your fabric.
Evaluate the grain perfection of the fabric. Discuss these terms in relationship
to the pattern layout and the hang of the finished garment. Make a decision
cbncerning straightening grain lines.

Examine the fabric for nap and direction of prints and plaids.

RemotT all pattern pieces from the envelope, identify those to be used, Trim and
press. Read iothe instruction sheet. Solve the puzile by pinning together several
pattern pieces using the instruction sheet and pattern markings as a guide .e."

In 11 groups; find pictures or bring clothes to model which illustrate, oor fit.
.A ze fitting characteristics (freedom from writolkles, fall of fabric, straight
seam lines).

Compare the pattern size to your body measurements. Check for needed alterations.
In small groups, observe demonstrations in length, width and adjustment of style.

. A.

Observe a layout and cutting demonstration and develop a checklist of steps to follow
in sequence.

Identify' pressing equipment as helpful tads to construction.

Continue with construction.' (Refer to Module.2.25.)

IEE--Identify good construction resources to use for future construction projects.
Develop a quick resource book/file of information.

FHA/REMPlan a construction project that could be sold or given to a group such
as the department playschool.

13'7

Y.
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HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Sew clOthing for self arv4,pOrrs4
Identify possible interest and
skills as a hobby
Identify opportunity costs

PROCESS
'SKIL S

CONS4PTS STRATEGIES'.

ROBLEM

138

7r
After careful consideration (Case Study 2.24e), Samantha decided to make a cotton/

"polyester blend sundress with lace trim around the bottom. Peter selected the down

jacket from a kit. Wendy chose the bridesmaid dress in velvet. They are ready to

beg*. What is the next step? Samiffitha continues to be apprehensive and feels

uncomfortable stitching on the sewing machine. Peter feels good about operating the

machine but is-having a problem with the kit instructions. Wendy is.ready-to go and

has assisted the instructor to reemphasize some qriticai preconstruction areas.'

Three weeks later...

- -Samantha proudly looked at her sundress in the school showcase. As she thought

abOut the construction, she reallylearned a lot but now realized that $20.00 was

excessive for just trim. Already, the skirt forithe school dance is being planned.

She wonders if Grandmother will let her use h e r achine; or perhaps, Samantha can

save allowance and babysitting.money for a used machine.
--Peter's new girlfriend hid a big effect on his time, thus, Peter did not finish

his $80.00 down-filled jacket kit. He'shared,e machine with a sewing machine hog,

and Peter -also lost his thread for two weeks. During this time, Peter read Mad

magazine and wrote love notes to his girlfriend.

- -Wend completed her velvet dress and antid4pates the upcoming fall wedding. She

gained new skilli but realized that pressing can be essential to the final garment

appearance. Wendy monopolized teacher time on-many occasions due to the complexity

and iMportance of the garment,. %

f7t

:57 KloistAg4 *441,47
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Flexibility

Stability

140

What should Wendy, Peter and Samantha learn from this experience? How could they
have better planned the construction'of their project?

ntIevelop individual plans, depending o roject to be coestructed. Organize steps,
helps, and-tibeline using references, uide sheets and school calendar.

EXAMPLE

Name

DATE

r
Garment

Steps to make my project - Lessons, references with
rojected/Accomplished according to guide sheet

1. Stay* titch waistline

2. Pin front sections
together and stitch
seams

3. -Clipsurves, press seam

paile numbers

Textbook -
Butterick
Textbook'-
Butterick

p. 111
fili a
pp. 115-122
film - #1

Discuss why making a plan helps.* What happens if you do not have a plan?

Teacher Help: *Clothing Laboratory Management. V

Given fabric samples, experiment with stitching.'- Use different threads, stitch
length, stitch type, stitching crosswise, lengthwis0, diagonally on wovens and knita..
Pull each sample and record which stitches broke first.

Using resources or demonstration, develop techniques for maintaining stretch in knit
fabrics. .,

Eiperiment with a square of different eabrics. Leave one edge unfinished, staYstitc
another, pink one. First stretch and then wash Ifiriples. Compare for'etability and

. aextent of ravelling.

Experiment, with stitching and pressing triangular pieces of fabric with the grap and
against the grain. '

14L
!".-,F±t,,,"1:,'. 4
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Demonstrate techniques for staystitching, edge stitching and pressing.

Compare a sample of fabric cut in shape of neck piece which is interfaced vs. one
which is not.

Using resources, find types of interfacing and their application.

Demonstrate techniques for applying interfacing.

06
Collgtruct selected project. Check daily with construction plan. Teacher give
construction technique demonstrations as needed', using models and sample for

student reference.

--Facings
--Collars
--Sleeves/cuffs
--Buttonholes
--Zippers/pockets
-- Linings / interlinings

Develop an
reflect on s
suggestions.
affect self,

--Dafts
--pleats
--Waistbanda

:

- -Hand stitching
--Interfacing

em
Mocking

4y --Pocket application
- -Fas teners

aluation instrument for selected projects. Utilize evaluation sheet to

ssfulsconstruction aspects and'provide opportunity for improvement
What were other alternativei/C4onsequences? How did the action taken

family and others?

Test. decisions:

--Universal Test at if everyone selected jiffiCultprojeit? What if n one

liFished?

--New Cases Test--Wkt if you gain weight prior to wearing your project? That if

parent lost job or fabric prices increase?
--Role Reversal Test - -What if you were the teacher? What if you are. the parent?

What if you were handicapped?'
Compare:

- -Your time spent constructing vs, buying the garment. 143
,

--4°Youi cost in materialir,vs. buying the garient. .

.-Trst quSlity .0 the Mashed. PrOO:ct 1.14,.0e,garment 4,04141TAuAl#
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Opportunity
costs
(continued)

144

Evaluate persdA1 enjoyment of sewing. Individually identify factors you would
consider before decidittg to construct another garment. /

Thinking of your personal resources and other resources, consider-the following
questions.

--Is t e construction worth the time, energy and money?
--Wou d you enjoy sewing for another person?
--Di-ithis prbject help in the management of your family's resources?

IEE-- velopsewing competence by planning project to coordinate with the item made
in cl ss.

IEE--Demonitrate different sewing techniques. Demonstrate to a 4-H club or offer, lk
help to a younger 4-H or scout troup.

Identify good construction resources to use for future construction projects. Develop
a quick' response book.

IEE--Construct a garment keeping a log of activities, noting the steps that were easy
or difficult, what was ewarding or frustrating, and what were the feelings upon
completion. (

%--Make a "Shape Mobile" in order to practice making darts, tucks and ,gathering to
give fabric shapes. Recycle scraps of fabric to make soft ;sculptures or different
shapes to be combined with other class members.

--Organize sewing supplies and work area using good management techniques.

TEE--blking skills lamed in clothing construction, make home ccessories - table-
,/cloths, placemats, quilts or slivers.

s'

.

FHA/HEROPlan a construction project at Could bold ven to an individual or
a group 811shas the department playsch 1.

FHA/HEROHold a "Sew --In." After deciding on
laundry bag), complete using standardize
quality bf work. 1Donateth

:

singie item Christmas ornament, apron,,
ections.and edge according to'best and

ems to local 4laritymr 11.
,
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CLOTHIN LABORATORY MANAGEMENT.

Home economics teachers ,lac% a stressful situation every time the
calendar turns to clothing construction. How does one organize to

manage the clothing laboratory? Does the student select their project

or should everyone construct identical items? What can you do with,

beginning and,advanced stalents in theSame .class? How can you

manage with 10 sewing'machines.and24students? Are all construction

concepts taught as a unit or Should they be spread throughout the
laboratoty experience? How can one cope with a laboratory that is

shared with other teachers and a variety of classes? Can students

be creative," challenged, and be under control? 4.

The following ideas are from "Eliminating Stress from Your Clothing
Laboratory," Bonnie Johnson and Betty Lee Trout, Illinois Teacher,
March /April 1983.

T.

MOW



Eliminating Stress From Your Clothing Laboratories

Beanie Johnson & Bitty Lee Trout
Teacher Educators, Home Economics

Washington State University

How well organized is your clothing laboratory? The
rewards of meeting the challenge of laboratory management
are reduction of streA in teaching and satisfaction of students
who are excited about what they are learning.

There are decisions to be made prior to the clothing
laboratory 'ex rience, during the laboratory and in evalua-
tion'of the cl thing unit.

Decisioni Pr to Beginning a Construction Unit
Selecting a oject. .The first, decision is the selection of

projects, on the basis of the educational objectives and then
concepts to be taught, e.g., stabilization by stay stitching and
use of interfacings. It is the responsibility of the teacher to
decide what clothing construction and management concepts
are to be taught. If this decision is based on the needs and
abilities of her/his own students, interest and motivation are
likely to be increased and achievement greaser. Once these,
concepts have been identified, several projects which incor-

e these concepts can be presented to the class so that
s dents, through the group decision-making process,.

can determine which project(s) will be constructed. This will
help students to be aware of what concepts they will learn
adiging the construction process and provide them with some

erience in decision-making and group process. This
approach to project selection will aSsistrin teaching construc-
tion and management concepts rather than teaching just
sewing skills.

Kinds of Objectives. If care is taken, several kinds andr
levels of objecties can be achieved; for example, apprebia-
tioniaffective domain) of the amount of work a sewing prgict
takes, enjoyment (affective domain) of sewing evaluation
(cognitive 'domain) of construction techniques or analysis
(cognitive domain) of care of fabrics and ability to construct
(psychomotor domain) different types of seams.

Meeting Individual Needs. A question frequently asked by
clothing construction teachers is, "What can I do when I have
both beginning and advanced students in the same class?"
Some possible solutions are:

1. The difficulty of projects may. be varied by choice of
fabrics.

'2. Different pattUrns that teach the same concepts may
vary in levels of.difficaty..

Source: Illinois Teacher, March/April, 1983.

41)
3. Trims that make

also
project More difficult may be

added. Students can also, be challenged to inake their ;1

projects unique by being creative in their choice of fabric and *
the addition of trims and stitchery.

Students should be helped to make choices and decisions
in the selection of their projects that are compatible with their
ability level so that they do not become discouraged and
frustrated.

Projects which can be completed in one day, to one week
can provide students with the satisfaCtion of completing
project before frustration begins. Some concepts, can be
taught with non clothing projects such as tissue cases, animal
pillows, place mats, pillow cases, tote bags, bike cases, or tool
kits. Projects should be sequenced from easy to More difficult
for greater satisfaction of both teacher and students. The key
is to select projects that will teach the concepts.

Notifying Students and Parents. Students and parents
should be notifiedabout.the supplies whieh will be necessary
at least three weeks efore the clothing construdibn unit
begins. Parents carMnotified by a letter that identifies the
concepts to be taught; the supplies that will be Iveded, and
when the supplies should be at school. By giving-the families
several weeks' notice, the expense can more readily be
worked into the family budget.

Checking Department Equipment. The condition of sup-
plies and equipment can affect the student's attitude toward

kand checked to insure that they,are in working order be"the sewing experience, so the machines should be clean

students begin to sew. All small equipment, such as shears,
should be sharpened and ready to use.

In the Laboratory / 1
Arranging the Room. By organizing space info clothing units
so each student has access to a machine, table work space,
and a pressing area, time and motion can be saved, good
work habits.can be established, and classroom problems can.,
be minimized. Such a classroom might look tike this:

The countertops besiclq the door or cupboards cap. be
designated for student books and belongings so the sewing
area is free for projects. Identifying space for hanging
garments being constructed can assist in the teaching Qf
management and handling of fabric. Use of some sleeve
boards on counter tops instead of all ironing boards wiltiave
space. Time can be saved and projects improved if there is ,.4
one ironing station and one sewing machine for each twoy.'
students.

Large classes may be more manageable if they, re divided
into two smaller groups, with one group watching demonstra-
tions and sewing, whilethe other group is doing programmed
learning- packages. By alternating.the groups every day or ,
two, each student will have maximdm use'of a machine and .;
work space on sewing days. The Costof equipinent for sewing
laboratoriesican thus be kedtked.

In order to strengthen Studetits' clothing constructiOn,
background, the programmed learning packages could focu
on grainline and layout, seams, pressing and ironin. lining,
casings, and hemming or other construction techreques. Or 7i,
the other focus of programnied,Itiming packages might be:
use and care of the sewing Machine, textiles, care of clothing,
stern removal. clothing selettion, and color -for individual.

re
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MOMMY 0. TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY , FISDAY

J

to
.C1

WEEKS, -

A. Demeastrolloaleatoul.

cu Ans !mime

Pregrammed LiseraltapUse and

Sewing Machine

Care of the

4

DO10100111M1010witching

warn and ;tenons --
Laistitch inside Isteierntab

111. Programmed Latralna Ueda

Sewing Machin

4

-
sad Care of the Deasemenatioahrut

cutting, and marking

Programmed Ilaandng

Todeste Teatime *Lab

A. Priesemenied tainting
Toiler/. Textilis

Demeastredon. stitch

crotch seam

Labstitch and press

crotch awn

Pregnant-NOW Lamitang

Care of 9othing

Deniewetration-t-Ating

side sewn

stitch. and

pm* side seam

Programmed laorielete

Stain Ratnowal

S. Deammetraehat --each

,,esarn and pnwe

Laatitch inside

Mg seem

PfOrMISPIMI LOIN1111111

Care oi Clexhiels

Demenalradow stitch

crotch gam

La,ninth end press

crotch seem

Pregrommed LAISM111.-

Stain Kerns*

Demean vadat --Atting

side seam

LabAt, stitch. and

pees, she sewn

A. Demelentessiow--eminji

Labcasinos
Programmed Losandag

Clothing Sanction

Deatomotrationlumnine

Lailiwnrning or mina

Prgrammed Leaning
Cobrs for You

Evaluation of

garment *
principhi learned

el" learned

At of gement

sewing satisfaction
S. Programmed Learnlig

Clothing Selection

Dermonstrationcatirm.

Lab-7caeings

Programmed Ibpandag

Colors for You

Demeastrationhemmini

Lab hemming

(See example of learning package on p. 143.) The chart above
might be a schedule for a three week unit for a class toorking
on constructing slacks with casing waist, sweatpants, or
shorts. A bred B represent groups in the class.

It will be necessary for the teacher to have all materials
available for each programmed learning package and carefully
worded directions so students cantork independently. One
member of the programmed learning group could be in
charge of the group and be specified as the only one to go to
the teacher with students'Auestions. This leadership role
could also be assigned to a teacher's-assistant or a parent.
Additional programMed learning packages can be provided
for students who do slot hem fabric available or who have
completed a project.

With such a scheddlli, demonstrations are identified and
the teacher can demonst4te to smaller groups and follow
through, with assistance to each student as needed. Ex-
perienced students can be encouraged to assist the less
experienced studenti.. These students may also give some of
the denOnstrations.

Housekeipirkg Tasks. If the. class assists in illkntifying the
housekeeping duties needed to keep the room and equipment
in corde, the students are more likely to cooperate in keeping
the room neat. After duties have been identified, a plan can be
made and posted for students to participate in the tasks,
either on a daily, weekly, or a monthly basis. Students must
be monitored so that they follow through in carrying out their
responsibilities. Using a signal bf flippingthe lights or tapping
a bell to designate time to begin taclean up and housekeeping
tasks results in less noise and confusion,

Evaluation and Follow Up
If evaluation of the student in thitiClothing laboratory is

based on objectives that were planned before the unif began,

then students will l informed of the basis of the evaluation.at
the beginning of the unit.

. . The level of objectives should be considered during 4
evaklation. If the objective was to analyze or evaluate, 1

students shbuld be evaluated on their ability to analyze or
evaluate. For example, if the student is to'analyze the stains
on garments and decide proper care, then the evaluation
should include analyzing and removing stains, -not just
identifying or listing things. Another objective Might have
peen ,to have the student be able to evaluate construction
techniques. By having them-evaluate their own project, a
teacher could determine whether 'or not they have reached
this bjective. if one of the objectives was to have the student
incre ' faction, then evaluating on the perfection of the
completed project may not be appropriate. The snicienti may.
learn the-.concept but beCause sewing is a motor skill, they
may need Misr" practice before perfection of performance is
reached. One Way to obtain this practice is through. comple-
tion of home projects or extended learnings.

ContinuOtSs evaluation completed cooperatively by the
student and teacher will give the student an oppor to':''
redo something if necessary. Evaluation of a plated 1
'garment only may preclude this, possibility and use frustra--
tion in the student. Continuous evaluation help'develop
student's ability to usty= and evaluate t they have
completed and determine whether they are satisfied or Want
to do it over.

Much of the stress on the teacher and the student during
clothing construction laborattries can be relieved by:

1. Appropriate planning which includes selection of objet.
tives and concepts, choice of projects, and well defined

, grades in daily lesson plans, and
2. Classroom management which includes the organiza- 4

tan of time, space, equipment, and students.,*

.
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN /CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

What Should TjDo Retarding Procuiement
of Personal and Family Textiles?

Obtaining/Construction

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

2

FT 2.25

Sew clothing for self and others
Identify possible -interest and skills
as a hobby

' Identify-opportunity costs
N. Construct home furnishiAts and accessories

Identify sewing shortcuts

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES. c

\ I /

-

49

Present the following classified job ads.

--Tailor wanted immediately. Must bg familiar with fit and shaping.

- -Boutique desires a creative individual able to design and constrict accessoriesi
and, apparel.

,

--Slipcover and drapery maker trainee desired.
- -Fabric store seeking individual to demonstrate jiffy construction.

- -Sporting goods store is now hiring a monogrammer and.

--Christills id coming: Help turn our fabrics-into creativehamTfcorations.
-- Mother of infant twins wants unique layette constructed, 411

--Spring wardrae designed :and sewn for elderly :woman in'wheelchaif.

Prepare a tesume-to send to the potentialemplOyers that allows interests pt4
fences in apparel-related jobs. Prepare a cover letter of inquiry to accompany the *

resume. If the classified ads listed are not appropriate, create a job and dev4lop

the reslimel and cover letter.

Conduct a mock job interview with fndividuals and skills highlighted, as well as the
need for additional training or education. Vist-the areas to be improved or needs
training on the board (pressing, pattern design, special *effect stitches, linings,
industrial sewing machines). I

Invite a tailor to speak about tWiloring'skills PrOlare questions to ask the Speaker.

Discuss the information. received.

o.
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Fibers/fabric4

5-

Mastivdqtion
or custom- '
clothing

Equipment

Design .

Construction

Comparison of
construction
methods

bevelop a chart that illustrates fibers/fabrics that require special.care or
construction.

FIBER/FABRIC -CHARACTERISTICS CARE /UNIQUE METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION

Sheers/Lace
Velvet/Corduroy
Wool
Silk
Leather
Vinyl

4

s.

Explore quantity or mass production bf clothing. How is it different from custom
clothing efbduction? Consider the results of no mass production or no custom clothing
production. Why are; both important in our society? Define couture.

/-

Demonstrate equipment and methods usedjor advanced sewing.

Design a garment depicting individual personality but based upon a basic garment. Use
sleeve, collar, trine modifications to make the design uniquely. yours.

Choose a construction project, suited to your ability level. Consider the following
for skill devellgment.

--Bound buttonholes, finished buttons

.,--Interfacings/interlining
--Lapels/Collars
--Pressing
--Casings

--Hem finishes
--Pad stitches
--Taping' . -

:-"-Pockets,Jlaps, welts
--Cuffs

--Sleeves
- -gems, vents, pleats
--ShoUlder pads
--Weights, chains,

covered *maps

IEE--Construct 'a similar garment using jiffy tectintque6. Compare the time, cost and
appearance. Wite'an article for parent newsletter describing the advantages of each.

0 A
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Home
decorating-

Childrep4s
clothing

\

Pattein
alterations

Clothing
modifications

53

4

Visit an upholstery or drapery making store. Explore methods of using fabrics in the
home.

Write a "tip sheet" for selecting and constructing babies' or'children's clothes. Use
drawings or pictures to illustrate your tip sheet.

Using resources, demonstrate how to lengthen/shorten,rincrease/decrease width; make
special area adjustments (sloping, square shoulders% darts),

Consider problems disabled, handicapped or elderly individuals encounter. _List
alternatives and consequences.

-

Zippers in
back of dress ,,

,

ALTERNATIVE

.

CONSEQUENCE

- --Easy to use

--Patterns need modified
-- Neckline may be out of
proportion

--Difficult to raise arms
iil

--Velcro fasteners in
front

--All pullover styles

,

InterVIew one of the groups needing special clothing to determine preferences and
!wads. Design a garment appropriate for that group.

FHA/HERO --Do one or more of the following activities.

--Visit a nursing home. Survey to determine clothing needs.. Make lap clothes and
hospital gowns.

- -Plan a home sewing awareness day. Promote home sewing as an economical and
-creative venture. Use displays and announcements.

--Hold a bazaar selling and demonstrating fati'tic decorations,.acceasories and home
'decorating items,

154
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.Clothing
modifications
(continued)

Reflection

Imp

ids

IEE - -Do one or 681766f-The fo owing activities.

--OrganiZe a sewin center.
-tDpaign aid dec to a room using fabrics. Construct drape sicuitilins,

.

.

//dec2rator pill ws, bedspreads, slipcovers.
LA-- Modify a garipent for a handicapped or elderly individual.4:

-- Researdi other culture's dress. Make a burga, sari, kilt, kimono.
a

Express your values aild,gqpls as related to construction. Use *If Only I Had...
Discuss,

\f
Using resources, in s 1.1 groups, identify factors yoq should consider whe
whether to do praLfollowing. Consider technical, managerial (time, energy,
skillilevel) factiors'eand values (Including aesthetics).

N. (

--Mike a'bound or Tachine'buttKhole,
--Pad stitch collator fuse interfacing.
--lane or not line.

- -.114nd sadille stitch or machine topstitch.,
--Henrifinlibh with lace or by machine.
-Apply patch o welt pocke

--Hand monogra0 or iron-o appl u .

Summarize..by creating a.poster. On one side list reason s for tailoring' a
and on the other side, list reasons for jiffy or quick-dewing techniques:

ciding

neY,

-

156
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If only I had more time, I would

J

If only I had more money, I would

. c

IL

If only I had more energy, I would
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'PERENNIAL PROBLEM 1

[PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

What Should I Do Regarding Mafiaging
Textiles a Clothing Needs?

Care and M tenanceiStorage

4
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HOMEMAKING SKILLS

* Store clothing properly
* Analyze alternatives for storage

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS 'STRATEGIES

Reasons ,for
storage

Appropriate
general storage

158

Read the following case study., .

--Jamie came home from camp, took off his hiking boots and put them in the corner of

his 4amp garage. He hastily threw his wet raincoat in the hall closet and stuffed

the *shirts he hat not worn in a drawer with his flashlight tteries. : (He really

.--had to push to get the drawer closed.) He then piled the dir3 clothes from his

pack on top of a shirt which had been stained with ketchup the before and

threw his sneakers on top of the rest of the shoes in his closqt. After taking a

hot shower, Jamie crawled into bed for a good night's sleep. "

/
In groups, make .a list of the storage procedures Jamie used that might result in

clothing and/or textile damage. Share lists and discuss how and why this damage

would occur.

Working in groups and using resources, makQrsuggestions of alternatives to the storage

procedures Jamie used. (r

--With his hiking boots. --With his arty clOthes.

--With his raincoat., --With his speakers.

--With his T-shirts. .. V

Justify- choices by stating consequences.

---Whai explanation mightJamie,offer for the storage procedures he used with each of

the five items previously identified?

4-
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App op late
general storage
(continued)

Seasonal
storage

160
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Chart and .f

or most of

STRATEGIES
lor

ntify improper storage of textiles that occur at your home occasionally
e time. What factorsoaffect that practice?

IMPROPER STORAGE OCCASIONALLY MOST bF THE TIME WHY

1. Winter coats not
hung up after
toting in from
school. A

X Have to walk up
stairs to hang
-coats up.

Tired /hungry

Using resources, collect ideas for makifig clothing and textile storage space more
useful. Calculate estimated costs. Develop a visual display of the id'eas discovered.'
Share displays in a class discussion.

Generate ideas for making storage space for clothing and textiles more useful by
utilizing materials already on 'hand. (Flat boxes, shoe'boxes, cup hooks.)

Use *Be A Jump Ahead! as baCkground Information.

Students bring in items of clothing and textile products which" have been damAied
during,. storage by insects or mildew. Discust what could have been done to prevent
the !image.

Discuss reasons for textile items being stored differently during times of the year
or seasons they are not in use.

- -List some of these items.

--Where are they kept when being used?
- -Where are they kept during seasons when they are not used?

Visit a drycleaner. View seaswi storage areas. Discuss how items are,stored and
why they are stored that way.

Write a descriptive paragraph depicting the storage of textiles in your bedrocga.
Identify areas or items that need improvement._ Suggest possible doiucions. Ttt
into account availability o sources,: choose the twit alternitiyelioluttou

4
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1

-Seasonal
storage
(continued)

2

4

Design-andbake a pamphlet containing the following information.

-- Reasons fot storage.offtextile items...
, --Appropriate general'storaW .

l,

- --Seasonal storage. . , ,' .

ZEE --,.Study and suggeat'improvatents ofyour family's home storage practice.
.

,

young
. .

IEE--Arrange to assist-a young child ;with his/hericlothiftg storage for'a week or two.'

Dei.relop strategies and technitill to encourage ,care for his/her clothing in, the., ,
,-

,,

future. Implement your plan.
..,

,

.

FHA/HERO-1=Itivite a museum curator to discuss procedures used to store ciothingand

textile coilection0.ri Summarize,What you learned and Bugger ways this information
.

could be applied tIii3ersonal and family storage practices. .

.

1 4
,

141A/HERQ-7Reseach :tad evaluate storage of school textiThs. .(Band cheerleadqr or team

Uniforms.). Analyze' how space pohld be used bore,efficiently and items could be stored

more appropriately. Describe both minor and major changes that could be made for

improvement of the existing sftuation. Tatting into account the cost of improvements,

implement one or more.of the suggestions, if posstble.. .'

FHA/HER0,--Pribt to an Overnigfit'FHA/HEE0 acti'vipy, discuss, selection end 'storage of
,

clothing for travel. DO activity "I.am going on a trip.to' " (use_grOupe,Of j"

six or seven).. Arrange seating ina circle and.identify the trip location. Start by

having'one person say "I am going on ohtkip to -. and I. sm going to Pack .

.1.,, .

The-second person then says, "I .am going to pack (what the:first perso said) and

1. . ." Continue around-the Circle until ,only one person cannot retember all items,

said previously. Afterward, discuss 'reasons items were chosen in relation to principles'

learned,about'selecting'and storing .ciothinvfor travel.
. i e

.EHA/HERO-Demonstrate the proper way to.pack a suitcase for overnight, weekend-a ;

week's vacation. ." ,

.

,

:

v.

HERO -4101d storagibazaar.' Construct Clothes, bags, clothes protectors, drawer
I

1
nizer -i4% overed shoe boxs and similar items.to sell.

.

HERO --A nge.a public display of the variety:o aOrative and creative' storage.

ite that can be made by an individual tO.k0ep',aliit 'eater, -cleaner ILO handier.
cit:VOZZMW,t7.,.U7Sle .wek, tn4 vi
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BE A JUMP AHEAD

You can coat on Clothes being ready to wear when you have planned storage.
Plan 'for proper storage by thinking through the reasons for storage:

1. Convenience during storage means keeping items that
are.used often in the handiest places. Convenient
storage is planned so things are:

a. Easy to see without digging and hunting.
b. Easy to reach without climbing or taking every-

. thing else out to get, whatever is needed.
c. Place the clothes you- wear the most often in a

convenient place for easy-reach.
4 Coatsl jackets, raincoats, boots and-hats may

need;'` o be stored in a closet near the'outside
door or in a hall closet.

e.' Hang shirts and trousers and skirts in one part
of the closet and coats and jackets ih another.

f. Sweaters and bulky garments may be stored
deep drawers or 'boxes.

g. Store shoes in shoe bags, in boxes with labels,
or on shelves.

h. Jewelry,, gloves, handkerchiefs, and otixer small
items may be stored in drawers or small boxes.

2. Protection during storage means caring,for clothes and accessories at
all times. Examples ocstorage protection include:

Shelf paper or liner makes a better lining for drawers
newspaper. Treated shelf paper absorbs grease, repels
and eliminates the risk of stain-from printer's ink.
When using under- the -bed storage, be sure that., clothes
and well protected from dust and lint. Clothes may be
inside boxes or bags before storing. Plastic bags or t
brown bags may be used.
For greater protection of clothes that are hanging in t
plastic or cloth shoulder protectors may be used.
Insofar alipossible, avoid using the thin wire hangers
your garmefits are returned froi the drycleaners. These
were designed only to transport garments from store to
misused for 'long -term storage, they may cause garments
shape, they may leave ql-ease marks, and some may cause

3; To make the best use of your storage space, store out-of-season clothes
in an area that is not needed for clothes used daily. As the.'seasOns
change, you will need to do some exchanging of seasonal clothes and

44when you do remember:
.

a.

b:

c.

d.

than does
moisture,

are covered
placed
hick, clean

he closet,

on which
hangers
home: If
to lose their
rust marks.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Source:

Clothes-should always be clean when stored for long periods of time.
Before storing garments, remove belts from their loops and hang them
from aahanger. This helps prevent the belt'backings from cracking i

anlAtf(e garments from sagging.
Closeiout all fastenings so that the garments will not hang out of
shape Then hang.the clothes carefully, or pack them into boxes:
Sweaters and other loosely knitted garments should be stored flat.
All stored garmente should be mothproofed.

'Colorado Curriculum Guide. 102.
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

1

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

What Should I Do Regarding Managing -
Textiles and Clothing Needs?

7

Care and Maintenance/Equipment

ext

HO KING SKILLS

FT 3.1.2e

Select and care for equipment use&
in managing clothing and textiles- ,

PROCESS
SKILLS

(CONCEPTS STRATEGIES
9

Maintenance

L65

to.

C

"

Display an old worn out and new piece of equipment (iron, press equipment). What is

the problem with. this old iron? Does the new iron have the same problems? Do the

actions of the family members affect,the performance of equipment in the home? What

are the costs if equipment breaks dolheT needs repair or works inefficiently?

Brainstorm all the equipment used for maintenance and care of textiles in the home.

Display all the essential small equipment used in the construction process. Identify

the name of an item With ,the des'rip'tion of its use.. Demonstrate care of each item.
, 4

--Which cleaners are best suited to exterior surfaces?
- -Display several suitable cleaning products, including scratch and mark cOverups;

.

--Demonstrate the effects of abrasive and non-abrasive cleaners. ,. ,

--Why should the exterior parts of equipment,. be cleaned?
it,

\

--Does,this affect the operation of the equipment? 4 \
- -What effect Aoes it have psychologically? Or does it?
--What is the serial number and where is it located?

.

- -How do you identify numbers of tarts that maybe replaced? .

-What ofQr factors affect the interior workings of the piece of equipment?
(Distilled Wet&r:bgrease and oil fittings, dus* and lint removal) ..r

Invitefi representative from a sewing machine or repair company to class to demon-
strate proper use and care of the sewing machine.

...

166
....
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FT 3.12e

PROCESS
SKILO

AIS

VAIUIS
FACYORS

0

y.

ROBLEM

cOsctets STRATEGIES-

Adjustments and
simple repairs

167

When something breaks down or is not performing properly, what can you do about it?
List the alternatives and consequences. Are there skills and knowledge that you can
learn which will give you'more,alternativs to-a problem situation?

_Analyze textile care and maintenance fixst,aid situations to be solved such as the
following.

'--Brian has just washed his last load of clothes andidiscovers.that the dryer will
no longer work. The drum inside is turning but there is no-heat. What, steps
-should he follow to try to solve this problem?

,/".
Make sure correct buttons are pushed all the way in and function properly.
Check the'door to be sure it is completely closed.
Check the fuse box orecircuit breaker. -

. Remove the cover and check the thermostat.
Call the appliance repairperson.

- -Mary is sewing a dress that must be finished tonigh Her machine worked fine
yesterday but today it.seemp to want to skip kkit s.. What should she do?

-Joe, who is twelve years -old, has been sweeping te carpet-for his parents because
they will be returning home late from work and company is coming tonight: He has
just begun when he catches a sock that gets stuck.in the sweeper hose. What
should he-do?

What can you do td help prevent problemg?

--Mr. and Mrs. Stone both have jobs, are quite busy people and both help to clothe
laundry in their home. 'Mr. Stone assumes Mrs. Stone generally cleans the lauqdrY
arbl and Mrs. Stone assumes Mr. Stone takes care of the "workings"of the mach
Neither, however, were too concerned about'the equipment because it alW4ys
to work fine' and if a problem occurred they just celled the repairperson,.
one night Mr. Stone put a load of clothes in the dryer and turne it on jus
he and Mrs. Stone went up to bed. During-the night, fire woke th
were able to escape but lost the entire back side of the house where

10'and dryer were located.
r.

168
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PROCESS
SKILLS

. CONCEPTS_

f
(--FT #1,12e

I

STRATEGIES

Adjustments and
simple repairs
(continued),.

r's

169

r

What might.
What other

BrainstorAr

have caused the accident? What could have prevented this from happening?
safety factors should be considered when operating electrical appliances?

I

what you can dogilow to help prevent eilipmpOtt..preoblems in your home.
-tv° A-4 1IEE yoReorgahize and completely cleah ur laundry orw'aew4ng work areas at home, being

sure to oil and dust where needed. Locate youv ftlse: ox or circuit breaker and led%
'to operate.

IEE--Inventory all the SerI61 numbers, of flour equipment at home, gather the instruc-

tional Materia%76d-bilin.a file syatem for the manuals.

F

FHA /HERB - -As groxips, clean 'An ganize the work area of the home economics laboratory-r

J.

p w.

0
.

wa

4

170
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(PRACTICAL-PROBLEM

0

r

[PERENNIAL PROBLEM I

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

4
What Should I Do Regarding Managing
Textile and Clothing Needs?

Care an4 Maintenance /Cleaning

0

6

FT 3.13e

HOMEMAKING 1K I LLS

1 .

. Choose4propriate cleaning methods
and products

' Launder or dryclean textile products
according to fabric characteristics
Sort clothes for laundering/cleaning

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Alf
YAMS
PM /OAS

171

Use basket/display or pictures of dirty items (clothes, slipcovers, rug swatches and
curtains), Give each student an item. Obtain initial reactions from students on
"How would you clean this item?" Develop list of factors/questions that influenced

the choices.

Role play how persons in the following situations can work out a solution to their
cleaning problems.

--A working single parent with young children has difficulty keeping up with the
family's laundry.

7-The Jones' hodse is completely carpeted.. There are four children in the family. -

The family likes to clean the carpet and furniture at least once,a year, twice a
year in the heavy traffic areas' (living/faMily room, 'kitchen and eating area).

.--A.young adultAbo has sever done laundry is living alone andnunsure'About how to
rare for garments.

Discuis the solutions' portrayed. Are t here other alternatives. Consider the

consequences..

In groups, research cost factors for meeting-cleaning problem of the above situations.
,(hosts of drycleaning, costs of utilities used in launoiering,,cost and use of laundry
products, costs of laundry equipmeft, skills /knowledge /human resources needed to
launder clothing or clean household textile items:)



1-4

FT 3.13e

Methods of
cleaning
textile items

173.
...

Using the information obtained,,ebrough the group research, develop comparison charts
illustrating the informatiph. SuggestM.headiegs are:

-'-Task --Costs of service '

-- Human :.costs (time, energy) --Factors to consider
--Skills needed

Collect care labels or record information from care labels on textilerproducts. Bring
information to class. Discuss what the directionA mean. Explain how you should care
for the ilem. Develop a chart depictiig the different care categories and discuss the
specific meaning of each.'

Set up a diiplay fo'r laundry aids. Discuss type, purpose and use of each. -(Detergent,
'soap, presoak, oxygen/chlorine tIleach, starch, fabric softener, bluing.) Examine.at °

least five-brands of a laundry aid. Use Ready...Set..,Go! to compare. (.

Provide stain removal alerts. Working in pairs,
squares. Deteemine stain and course of action.
fabric? What are the consequences of incorrect,

treat prestained 2'x 2- -inch cotton
How would 'method differ depending on..
usage?

A

isIng results from the experiments and available resources,develop a chart of common
stains and. "recipes" for removal. Post near school dr home laundry amt.

Look at seVeral.,garments at home or in p store. Check to-see where the permanent care'
labels are attached. Record what they say. Are some.morelelpful than others? Discuss
why. Using resources that outline the care categories, det$rmine specifically what
should and should not be (1544 in caring for each- item.

Make a chart/bulletin board depicting what you have learned about labels in regard to
cleaning of textile Products. Describe-the kinds of infOrmation you think all labels
should contain.

fl

w



PROCESS
SKI S

CONCEPTS

9

Textile cleaning
Jroducts avail-
able

1110

teps in'itclganing

process

Reflection

4 1

.

PT 3.13'e

STRATEGIES

Collect and b^-ring ads for.detergents/laundry.aida.and houSehold textile ,cleaning
products from television, radici,,magazines and.n4wspapers for an in-class2comptieison
of their'tlaims. Vote'for tUe-top two or three products in each category. Buy

samples of the winners and try- th.m in clas4,to-earn whether they live up to their 4
. claims. Read package labels from the prbducts to determine amounts and precautions
when using each..

, 1 4
a

r'4 '

'.Set up an experiment for testing home soil removers. CUt some light - colored fabric
swatche4. Make several similar stains on each scrap with such items as lipstick,
gripe jelly,link, giass stain and mud. Try to remove each stain 'by _using some home
soil removers such' as water, liquid. detergent and chlorine bleach. 'Discuss Which
_stain removers worked 'best on which stains. , .

' F' .
,

.

q ,

A
''

jHrainstorm steps in laundering /leaning the basket of textile items vesented.in
'Motivational activity. Organize the steps in a. sequence Assign a team of students
to 4se resourefi and develop a learning -center -itr each sft.p. Rotate all learning
'.centers and discmss information obtained. (Ideas'f6r centers-- sorting` techniques,
hand laun4leringlethods;-praparing g ents, press'or. iron?, selecting settings bnA*
laundliv'equipmenx.)

* I .
A

.

b

Vlsit.a lauridramat, drycleaner or carpet /furniture, cleaners or invite resource per\sons
to class to discuss operation,of. the businesses,'skills involved and advantages to
consumers 40kpu7ing.these ices ,to clean clothing and household textile4tems.

Do *Stain.Remova0x0eriment.. . -

.4..

Refer back.to situations presented*in the problem and determine possible choices. or
eaCh,ierson. 'nclude discussion of advantages and disadvantages-of each alternoltive.

rifomplete.*Make It Happen, laundt, word scramble. ,/ ,. eN

You are the ,person responsiblefor,the.faMily's laundry and /or cleaning of household
textile -items -for. -one Week.- lOonsideriiKeurrent lifestyle. and activities, determine
how you would accomplish the\cleanintof family ,textile- items. Id diking the decision,
consider faetbrs such as hUpan'an'd pbn- human effects on:family-;Mationslp

.
. , .

and ihe(Communtty., Students' with''Sindlarfamily'bsCkgroupds could_eomiSie.TeSsons l'
'ateete,t1w:t4011

, .., , , ., ,

Io.y,y00 vipx.4900...p scnOS. essons:,, or_differentes A 40 -' 7,,,,-4 '',', 'iL'[-..15'.'i ; ,;. ;1.,' '' 4V l';' ,*4°S3R. cr4:',MT1'.tT!., ';V..751;;,.,;;MV4V7#. '';' .1.,i;':
. , .

. , .

rb,
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Reflection
(continued)

a

0

e

1r

3

,

172

FT 3.13e

ST TEGIES

IEE--Assume responsibility for completing family laundry or cleaning of household
textile productl for a given period of time. Keep track of tasks involved products
Used and reasons for selecting the alternative.

FHA/HEROAdopt a shut-in, elderly person or handicapped person to complete needed
cleaning tasks related toclothing and/or household textile products. (Carpeting,
drapes, furniture.) k.
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Brand
Price/
Size

How-Does,

Price
. Vary from

Size to Size

What -Are

Claims Made for
the Product? Comments
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-

Which of-thq products would you recommend purchasing? :Why?

tit

A

What .overall conclusions can you Make*froM this activity?:
esp

s
,

4

A.

1,4
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STAIN. REMOVAL EXPERIMENT

Select a variety of fabrics fncludinvnatural and synthetic .fibers. Cut'
each into 5 equal pieces and number from 1-5. Use number 1 of each
fabric as the control. Stain the other pieces of each fabric with four
different4htains (grass, food, grease, ink). . Launder the three 'sets of
strips 2-5 using the following proCedure; one seLin.hon water, one'in
wacm, one in cold.

1. control
2. detergent

soap
-

4. detergent and bleach
5. pre-wash treatment and detergent

Use result tio develop a sinliole chart describing appropriate treatments
for basic Inds of staintm

Fabric Type

,

:

.Hot Water Warm Water Cold Water

ContiolE
,

. Detergent A _ ,

.

.

.
_ 101

,
,l. Detergent B

.

.

.

. Detergent andBleach : '

4 .0

, --......"

. 471

5. Pre -Wash. Treatment _

and Detergent'
f

...

. I

igt .

o

1 each block, describe the extent Of stain removal and any other effects
the fabric.

p

1.

:

1,8

112
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DIRECTIONS:

0

MAKE IT HAPPEN....LAUNDRY WORD SCRAMBLE

ks
Unscramble letters in the words provided
following statements.

[nitrnitsucos] 1. Follow washing
most washing maAines.

[tesckop] 2. Before laundering, empty , zip up fastenings,
hook hooks, and remove any trimmings or butwns which
might be damaged. . 0

3. Clothes will not come clean if water is not enough,

washer is crowded, or too little detergent-is added.

'4. A-sequence of operations of a washer or dryer which per
forms .a complete home laundry function determined by
setting controls and endings 'With machine abut off.

5. Component of a washer that provides agition.

to.complete the

found on garment labels and .,:.

[leycec]

[roatitga]

[resisepnd]

t

[flu].)

[eratrept]

[tarhc]

[nifre]

[enerpinint]

[reescn]

[ltifrifaf]

tt4Je]

[hcealbt

[satorfolci'

[gnetredet]

jricabf,
netofres]

[retaict

drsenaah]

SourceAl

. r

6. -A

V
vice on washer that adds laundry products to the wash

or inse water.

7. To redui water pollution and save wftter, run automattc

only with a load.

8. Term to 'describe spot, washing of Atavlly soiledarea'of
clothes such as collar or cuffs.

Refer to a stain removal
removing a special stain..

9, for instruction

The, fabric the lower the dryer temveraturesettirig.

11. Remove -press clothes as soon as dryer tumbling

stops, then-hIng or fold immediately.

:12. Keep the lilt clean to allow proper air flow in

1.

dryer.

.13. Dryersetting which provides an unheated air flowfor
frelening pillaws,,draperies,.bedapreads, etc.

akbrics together.
r.

4.

1/.- 4 laundry prOduct'that disinfects; ,deodorizes and :removes
stain'ailCsoilrfom clothes,'

12

16. Fabries.tbat'i,11 not noticeably fade, 10/4Z4,-,or.

floundered.* ,. 2 41 . -.."
. .

1741, taunary product designed to remove, emulsify, dissolve and
suspend soil in a washing solution. .

run when

18. Laundry product used in' Rasher ordryei'i'gr make fabrice::

soft and to help reace wrinkling and static. :::

19. Condition, caused by'..mincrols;"implci,unr grid Yn ea um
1, SP INACI 41....:144-tPr

a

Curri4ulurtf o Incia

o,.

.45
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reowl]

.

[entnamrepl

Muhl]

.[medatyleimi]

[retfosne]

A41

20., ikause-of environmental concerns, new nonphosphate
detergents and reformulated detergents with
levels of phosphates haVe flooded the laundry product
market.

21. Most garments manufactured after. July 1972 must have
care labels.

22.- Fabric is greater consideration than fabric
weight when loading a washer.

23. Any stain should be treated
as possible).

24. If water is etxtremely hard,

[reov,yg,00.] 4."5,

[etsoahphy] 24.

[ngltee] 27.

[yegr] -28.

7;0

Avoid

(or AS soon

use a nonprecipating.water

clothes.

Use a-,sietefgent with the highest
'allowable.

level

Cycle used for washing delicate iteMs.

Clothes nay become if water is not hot
or inadequatesamptifits of detergent are used.

enough

[mclairmoce ]' 29. dryers operate at a higher temperature
_,

thtin those used in the home.

[yolnn] 30. fabric discolors badly.,,

cre



PERENNIAL PROBLEM ] HOMEMAKING, SKILLS

#

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

ft,

.What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs,

What'Shouli I Do Regarding
Textile and Clothing Needs?

Care and Maintenance/Repair

FT 3.14e

) M

(

nd and repair clothes

PKOOESS
SKILLS

\ /

Al
VAIIMS
PAC tONS

CONCEPTS- STRATEGIES

gelation of
repair to cost
.and appearance of
total wardrobe.

4

Write an ending to a humorous story in which someone neglec t& to repair broken

stitches'in a seam.

Select items'frama grab bag. ,Search fora clothing repair problem on each item.

(Missing buttons, tear at knee or elbow, broken zipper.) Answei the following

questions in regaid.to'the repair needed.

- -Could this articlbe worn without repair?
- -How much wear is left in the garment?

--41o4 could the article be temporarily or make-shift repaired?
--How suitable would the make-shift repair be for'your.needs?

,AiShould this item.be discarded due:.to the needed repair?
=-How much time would be:involved in repairing the:item prop rly?

Do I have the skills and knowledge to'repair it proper y? If not,

.-what alt native do I hal.reT.

coPejui00/Ify the needed repair?

Using the abode 4uestions compile a list orpossible actions to .take regarding needed

repairs. Add other possibilities to the list. Mark with plus sign or a minus sign

to indicate serious consideration, you woulffi 0.4e to each possibility. How do Your

darkS,conipare with the rest of the claWs?'. WIlit factors affected your decision to mark

with possibilities as You did?
0

.
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FT 3.1411

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS' 'STRATEGIES

I

Skilks rplated
to repair

t.

Reflection
Or

I.

-

1 5

'Explain to the class the action. you would take regarding the repair of the items
selected from the tab bag. What will be the "opportunity costs" or "tradeoffs" of oach
of Your choices?

Identify fairly common occurring textile repair needs. Use vAsuals' and/or samples
to demonstrate basic hand repair skills: mending with iron-on tape, sewing on
buttons, tears, hems, replacing fasteners, ripped adams. Practice making repairs:

Assess students' levels of compe\tency with machines and .review use of sewing machine
as needed: Practice making simple sewing machine repairs.
"LEE- -Make' simple hem alterations or needed repairs for own clothing:
LEE- -Using the learning contract apprbach, Jnept set requirements for a predetermined
grade by repairing X number of ,textile iteins Within X amount of time to the satisfac-

,tion of .self and instructor.

Answer the followingvues tions ;
.

--How does. the ability and willingness to mend cl9thes affect the cost of a person'
total wardr.obe? ' b

--What has pitused 'the poptilarity of press -on patches?
--What is .O button shank and why is it important?
--What is the ,diffullice between a tear and a'rip?
--How are tears InenZgd? Rips? e .

. !.-
List three reasons foritearning to repair your own clothing.

.

LEE- -Make a mending kit.-

secondhand clothing items. Repair for persons
(hiRdicapped; .children, eldierW . Evaluate 'results of your iwork.

--Develop .a'stutent industry providing-garment repair to the schoolond counnuni4ty.
*Whistle Stoppers. A.A.'

needing crothing.

a



Key ideas:

A.student industry providing
garment repair to the school
and community.

w' ..

Mending clothing. prolongs the wearability and improves: he appearance of

m

1.

2.

r.,

3.

4.

a garment. .

The economic burden of clothing on A budget can be ies ned by-mending

rather than-replacing some items. ,

Mending can increase the fashionability of a garment:Wili iding a .0
, O. ,

means for self expression. . .
.

0

There are a variety of job opportuftities involving clothing r air thatt

utilize minimum,,clothing constructiontechniques.

Activity:

MEND IT. & a student indusfry providinK_ garment repair for the

school and community. litegratingskills learned previously in laundry and

clothing-care along with minimum clothing constrution.echniques, the

students will perforfi the taskat the following stations an'a-rotating.basis

1. Receiving and Damage Estimates: -give. cast estimate using a previously_
developed price scale K.

-cwrite up service;order
-Ltag-garment and give cUst(iMier-a tag

--refer work not Rervideable
--determine pick-up date
--sort ,-the clothing

2. Suds and Duds: --pretreat as necessary
- -wasp and dry garments

3. Nicks and Bunp§ (minor repair): and/or sew on snaps, hooks

:nd buttons
--hand stitch hems,,facings and waist-

.
bands

.

--custom hand embroidery, applique and

. trill garments

4. Dents and Rents (major repair): --resew seams and topstitching .6,

. --mend and/or replace pockets
--machine stitch hems and/or.add trinw

6

--patch where needed using machine
applique, embroidery and trims

4 --repair worn edges with tape, hr .&

- or by reversal 0

-7-repair and/or replace zipper or

plackets

5., PerforiOnce Control: --compare service order with job
completed

--check that 'job is neat and mending
is secure . t.

--return inferior workmanship to
appropriate station

t., --complete performance control cheCklisr.,_
4 a

t

Source: Colorado Curridillumbuide.

'e 4

,
1S7
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6. Toth

7. Pick Up:

e f

f

-- -press garment as needed.
--hand or fold
--retag garment'.

--determine actualyc
--collect accounts
--notify-customerii o

pick-up
-- handle_ comp

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

receipt books
walhing machipe
clothes dryer
s.taii0.emeval chart
laundry supplies.
fabricscraps"
iron onoatches
pockets,

storAge containers_
_cash box

1

,gewing machines
scissors.
,rippers

.

seam gauges
needles and .piha
yerformance_control Checklist

w .

iron
ironing boarci
clotheshangers'
assorted notions (buttons,

thread, trim, tape, etc.) '-..

0 '

. -4

I
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MENDING & MORE, INC. PRICE LIST

Secure Button, Hooks, Eyes .05-each

Replace Button, Hooks, Eyes .05 + Taterials

Handstitch Hems, Facings & Waistbands .03/inch

Custom Embroidery (bIF hand) negotiable-
.

Applique & Trims 05§ .hand) i1 negotiable

Resew Seams & TopstitchicT .05/inch

Mend Pockets :50 each

Replace Pockets - .50 + materials

Machine StitC Hems

Additional Trims on Hem

Patches (iron -.on included)

Machine Applique

Machine Embroidery
A

r.

Repair Worn Edges collars
cuffs

Replace nipper

Repair Zipper Placket

.0 /inch

+"

mhteriAs

and up

negot able-

negotiab

each
.25 each

,2.50 and up +
zipper

:50

.,

PERFORMANCE CONTROL CHECKLIST YES
,

-NO
.,

Was all work complete? - .

.

I,

,

.

Was sewing neat?' N.

Are loose threads clipped? -

.

.

Are closures, patches & trim secure?
-

Id garment ,clean? : J

IS cost estimate accurate?

Is garment pressed neatly.? .

Is garment folded neatly or'on hanger?

Work done on time?- .

.----

Inspected by .

.

,
-

: -

.

8 9

119.
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM .f.

CuNCERN/CONCEPT1.

9,
.1

4

What'To. Do Regarding' Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

4What Should I Do Regarding'
Managing Textile and Clothing Needs?

Care and Maintenance/Alterations,

HOMEMAKING SKILLS '

. FT 3.15

Make, alterations, to clothing

PROCESS
SiaLLS

CONCEPTS' . STRATEGIES

Need for
alterations

Cost/time
involved

Types of
alterations

90

.

Sally has lost 40 pounds'as a 'result of the Weight Watchers prograffi. All of her

clothes from.last spring are too big. Jim has a brother 1-1/2 years younger than .

he. Many of Jim's clothes have a lot of wear left after he outgrows them, however,

Jim,",s brother is shorter and has a smaller waist. In both sitgations given, there

is a need,for alterations. Should these clothes be altered? What factors should

be considered in making this decision?'

Conduct-a survey to identify specific fitting problems people encounter. Include

information as to how these individuals deal with the alterations needed.
,
A

Call or invite a person_ who does alterations to answer concerns related to amount of

time requirectto make various alterations, cost of alterations and equipment,needed.

Identify places in the community that offei alteration serOices.
.

Make a resource list of alteiation/books or pamphlets available through the extension

service, school or public library which give reliable, detailed directions..

(

Using'resources, list and%categorize types of alterations as simple or complex

considering the amount of skill needed to complete:

Summarize and rank ordet'the most common types of alteratiOns required by self or

family.
.

,

191 *.
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CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

00AS
scums
.4C10111$

Skills.for
alterations

7

192

.

iBrine from home it ms heeding alterations. Wr4te step -by- ;step procedures to use to
marethe desired adges. tith 'the aid .of the instructor, chdbse one item to use
for an iteration project. Complete alteration.projece., 4 \

,

.
i

Keep track of the time used during the above' project. Considering local charges for
similare,servicesiand the amount oT time you used, would you choose to pay for the
service or do it yOurself? To make 'an informed decision, what factors other than
time and money would you consider vben,deciding what to do in regard. to alteration
needs?

A.
.

, .
.

The possibilities of doing alterations yourself.or hiving meone else do them for
you have been presented. Consider the possibility of not ever doing or having
alterations made. In small groups, complete the 'following sentence with as many
consequences as you can. "Terry never does or has any alterations done; therefore...:

)

--He spends .a lot of time trying to find clothes that fit just right.
..-He wear the bottom out of his slacks because they are too long.

1 ,Select a cl thing item that does not fit properly. Use the practical reasoning
process to determine what is best to do. (Alter yourself, have altered, throw away,
give to someone who can wear it.) What factors influenced your decision?

IEE--Assume .responsibility for family alteration needs for specific amount of time.
Keep a record of all. alterations.

FHA /HERO - -Open arvralteration shop. Use profits for specific FHA/ ERO-related projects.

FHA/HER0--Ptepare alteamtdemonstration related to a specific alteration problem.
(Hemming slacks or a dress.) Present at community club meetings.

'193
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

S

CONCERN/CONCEPT

(1

What To Do Regarding Meetine.
Personal and Family Textile Needs

I

WhSt Should I-Do Regarding .

naging Textile and Clothing Need's ?*

Self and Society/Energy

}

fa

FT 3.21

HOMEMAKING SKILL 1" p

,

\ :

'Analyze relatioriship of textiles to

energy conservation

el.

'1

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES_

1

r.

-Relationship of
textiles to ener6
conservation

194,

Research and debate the topic7-"Should we be concerned about energy consumption and

conservation?" Select three students fOr each side of the debate team, and others

ate to act as judges. Discuss Important issues involved in energy cmsumption and

conservation.

Brainstorm ways the textiles used by individuals and fsmirres are related to energy

conservation and consumption. Group into ways related to conservation and co sump-.

tion. Identify how' each group affeCts self and society..

Read the following paragraph and brainstorm additional ways to conserve.

"Consumers may conserve energy by altering their Maintenance practices, by '"

extending the wear life of garments where possible, and selecting garthents that

require less energy for mpintenance...means of conserving energy used in main-

tenance include using 1mA:dry equipment with energy - conserving features, using.

old. water for wash and rinse cycles, hanging garments to diy.and reducing the

need for frequent laundering by means ,of Spot cleaning and wearing protective

covering sin-apron4 and underarm shields. The wear life of garments may

be extended by less frequent laundering of garments, by gieater care iinwdaring

and, toring gaiments and by selecting styles and fabrics that will be aceeptable

for longer periods of tune. Sanitation as well as the general appearance of

.
garments should be considered in deciding on specific means of conserving energy:"

(Energy Consumption in Textiles and Apparel by Annette Polyson.)

S.
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I

Relaiionship pf
textiles-toetiergy
codaervation
(continued )A

a.

Textile factors
related to
consumption and
tonservation

4

Energy conserva-
tion through
clothing and
textile care

196

Display, se ral h4cweatIter garments, several cold weather garments and several inside
weathearments,- teAd'the.label of each garment.and record the inf rmatiod in a

uky

.

chart... ,,(In columns; list ways this infoi-mation might influelce energ ,conseTvation.)

FIIIER,CONTENT CARE FABRIC FINISHES tcbLOR
-
-

FABRIC STRUCTURE

Use ;The Data Sheep: Looking'at your response's and considering energy consumption and
conservation as your only factor, which shirt would be the best choice?

L-What Are the charaiteristics of the natural fibers?
"What are the charaaeristics and properties of the man-made fibers?
-n.What benefits are there to blending fibers? (Refer to Module 2.23.)
--How can cotton be cool in the summer and warm in the winter?
L-Why 4,is wool worn in the deseit? Why is it warm in the winter?
--Some man-made fibers such as acrylic have been texturized to 'simulate wool.
Do they have the same insulating properties?

An elderly person
:

on a limited budget is
.

trying
ing b

Ils.
Use the practical reasoning process

this rough the wise use of household textiles

to conserve money on heating and cool-
to determine how he/she could best do
and clothing.

'A married couple.)with twoyoung children is concerned about energy conAervatiOh for
future generations. .Plan a lint of suggested fibers or blends for the family cloth-
ing, home window treatments and blankets which would conserve energy used for heating
and cooling the home.

Compare ,and add additional information to the label chart developed above.

Discuss ways to cut drycleaning costs.

--Sun and air freshening
--Cold water'rinsing
- -Spot cleaning

ti

4.1
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PROCESS
SKILLS

r

CONCEPTS

Energy conserva-
tion through
clothing and
tT.Ille care
(co tinued)

A

Energy conser4a-.
tion through
window treatments

98

I

STRATEGIES-

Which aliplianCes in the construction and-care of clothing uses the most energy? fist
energy conserving features to look for when purchasing,plothing- constructlion and. care
appliances. (Washer, drye iron, hot water heater.)

Discuss the care 4edea for each item on display. Categorize each into cold Water,
warm water and hot water wash and drycleaning.

7

Itivestigate labeling laws and requ rements related to energy consumption and conser-
vation. Evaluate the laboratory e uipmentl ,

.

Using government publications, make a list of `as may energy conserving ideas as
possible related to household textiles,'clothi4 selection,' care and equipment usage.

4

Distribute pictut-es of window treatments. Modnt the pictures on a piece of paper ling_
make suggestions (or draw in 'suggested changes)` thq, would reduce heat s in wiinlet
and improve coolness in summer:'

-What are so e majOr differenceetween energy-Saving window'treatnien s and
44"

.

standard n oW. treatments ?'. ,., .

..

-What text 1 fibef;and fab lc properties and; would be best . '
/

e

N.

for an energy-saving wind w treatme60
- -What purpose would a cornice s
- - The suggestion is made to keep

not spnny. Why? Woulh:you do
room with the curtains closed?

.4

vo? : - . . /

I

-.

he-Window treatment, closed on days thatvare
Ws? Vow would you feel about living in-.a

What other textiles it' the home would Rave an-effect on energy consumption and
conservation? t

JEE--Make a diagram of a window treatment in your. home and describeor implemeilt
energy conservation improvements.

.1.9 9 I
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I

PROCESS

VAWIS
ACT0111.

Reflection Working in groups, assume you are.movipg into an apartment and ypu need to select
yctur appliances, furriishingS and special-clothing. At leSdi me) groups will be
moving to Alaska and two gr. Os to-Florida.- Compare-items needed in the different
locations and describe metho s and procedures used to maximum energy conservation.

a

FHA/REMO-I-Do a survey ide tifying ways to save' energy in the school bu!ilding.
Publish the findings in th School newspaperand make-posters to place in areas
that would influence conserva 'on-methods.

ci
4.

a

I



THE DATA SAT

Directions: You are a consumer and you have decided .to include energy con-
siderations An your decision to buy clothing--in this case a 51ouse/shirts,
one all cotton, one a polyester/cotton blend. Use theifollowing information
to help in your decision. Mark each statement with a plus (+)'or minus (-) to
show whether you consider it a pcisitPGe or negative factor in your decision to
purchase the shirt/blouse. If you think a statment is not important to yoti
as a consumer, write in (not important).

SYNTHETIC NATURAL
it takes 3.5 times more energy to produce 100 pounds of
pdlyester fiber than-to ilroduce 100 pounds of cotton lint
fiber
more fiber is needed to prochice a cotton shirt/blouse because
ofloss during fabric prodpction and the greater weight4f
the cotton
polyester shirts have a longer life (1-1/2 times longer) than
cotton blouses/shirts
over the total life cycle of the shirt/blouse, the all-
cotton shirt requires nearly 88 percent more energy to manu-
facture and maintain than the polyester/cotton blend
the dotton shirt/blouse requires about 25 percent less energy
to produce than the cotton/ployester blend
in an automatic washer, the cotton-polyester blouse/shirt
(permapress cycle) takes less energy to wash than one made
of cotton (regular cycle)
in a clothes dryer, the cotton shirt/blouse takes more energy
to dry than the cotton-polyester blend
the cotton-polyester blend takes less energy to iron than the-
all-cotton blouse/shirt
if all shirts/blouScs'were to be miiriufactured from Cotton?
the total acreage of-cotton would have to increase' nearly
36 percentiand we would have to divert acreage from-soybean,
rice, corn and beef p,roduction Y

a single manufaciAring plant located on 300 acres of land in

Alabama produces as Mlich weight of polyester fiber as the
weight grown on all o the 600,000 acres planted in cotton
in Alabama in 1974
ate present, cotton pro4ction.depletes the soil. The fuel'

energy required to make\up this difference is approximately
five gallons of oilixer acre 7 ,

based on 50 laundertgs, the_energy to.maintain an allitcotton
blouse/shirtOis more than 3 amps that of producing the shirt;
for the blends it is a.ltttle more than 1 times that of
producing the shirt-
on a wear cycle Basis, two polyester-cotton shirts/blouses
are equivalent to three all-cotton -174ouses/shirts

100 percent cotton shirts/blouse have been found to be-more
comfortable than 100 percent polyester shirts/blouses
shirts of 60 percent cotton and 40 percent polyester commonly
referred to as "natural blend," have permanent press qualities

tiuFlavin, C nupher. 1980. The Future of Synthetic Materials: The Petro m Connection. Paper
Number 36. Worldwatch Institute, 177f5 Massachusetts Avenue N.W., Washington DC 20036. (S2KI).

Van Winkle,-T. Leo% John Edeleanu, Elizabeth A. Prosser anCharles A. Walker. 19'78. Cottons,'

versus Polyester. AMe.riqukSciePtist 60480.48?. 202
127.



SUMMARY

Afte5 sunddwn, nearly half the heat lost from a hoot escapes around and through
the windowq. Windows, .therefore, preggnt a tremendous challenge to the coicser-

vation of Oilirgy. In this activity, students devise a solution to this problem.

BACKGROUND

Most of us prefer rooms and offices with windows. At the 1972 International
Design Conference in Aspen, Colorado, architect Louis I. Kahn said this about

windows :

The windows of the room are maybe th6;nost marvelous. Stevens, the

American poet, said something to architects. He aspired to be an
architect. He said, "What slice of the sun enters your room?" as
if to say, the sun never knew how great it was 'until it struck the

lvide of a building!

Windows provide us with a quick way to check on and to stay in touch with the,

outdoor environment. Ceftain windows provide spectacular views and homeowners
emphasize this feature when a house is for sale. During the day we trenefit

from and enjoy the natural light and heat which streams in through windows/.

However, windows are also excellent heat transmitters. According to Bruce
Anderson (1976), the quantity of heat lost through a 30 x 8 foot insulated
wall is the same as that lost through a 2 x 4 foot single pane bass window.
This example suggests, the significance of winter heat loss through and around
windows.

There are many ways to reduce this kind of heat loss: curtains, window shades,

interior/exterior insulated shutters, draperies, lined draperies, windo
cornice to reduce downward air drafts, rigid foam insulation pressed dire, ly .,

against the window, and the bead window, based on the "beadwalf" concept
patented by Zomeworks, Inc.* The bead window consists of two glass sheets

peparated y an air spape. This space can be filled with sey.rofoam beads to
improve it thermal resistance. An ordinary vacuum cleaher can be useci,to

empty and f ll the space! . ,

The trick in allof these window treatm9nts is to trap air between the window

- and the window treatment. This means that the top, sides and bottom must be')

"sealed" to help inhibit the air leakage.

NOtE
There are many apptoaches to problem solving. For some it is "common senfe"
but we are often reminded that what is go "common" about it, is its uncommon-
ness! Problem solving refers to the use of organized and systematic methods
to the solution or better understanding 'of a situation whi find perplex-

R ing or in se way puzzling or interesting.
I-1

( It would be very ;easy to present a drapery design to students and then as0 k
them to fabricate window dressings which are effective in conserving energy

M loss through a window. Instead, in this activity you present a,problemto
(-4 students to which they provide their solutions. One reason fok proposing a -

.4
problem-solving approach rather than the use of an already existitg pattern
is that there are so many design options available. 'There is still plenty

I of" room for innovation and invention. 203
*Zomeworks, Altuquerque, NM (Patent #3905665).



You decide whether the "problem" as presented is too trivial or the
solution too simple or so obvious that it isn't worth the solution '
time. The probWm is real in that students can be effective in both
changing and improving an energy situation through their own initiative.
Its relevance, for students is that all of us are being asked to construc-
tive* .respond to the challenge of energy-conservation. In this activity
kids- have an opportunity to learn that they can be effective in this .

effort.

After you. talk with your students about heat loss and home energy conser-
vation, challenge them to: Devise a curtain/deviCe for a window that
will help contain a room's heat.

I

74

/- 0
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

'PRACTICAL PROBLEM

[CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Personal and Family Textile Needs

Mat Should I Do Regarding Managirig
Textile and Clothing-Needs?

Self and,Society/Ecology

FT 3.22

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Recycle items of clothing and
. hopsehold textiles

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

A

4

Environmental
concerns

205

Susie lives by herself and does not have &sewing machine or the skilis io sew. She

loves clothes and buys many to keep in fashion. Display several of Susie's old

garments and include several discarded textiles from her apartment. Do you think

Susie affects the environment by the textiles she buyq4 how she cares for them or

what she.does with them wherf they are out of style?

Define Ecology. What are the-environmepgal or ecoldgical issues

.today? Hdw do these concerns affect you?

Bulletin board: *The Ecology of a Dress.

Scientists.say there are three main causes of our environmensl deterioration and

concern.

---Population- continued growth of the number of people oft earth.

- -Production - increased producti6n and technology and, the diverse selection

of goods and services.
- - Urbanization -_a heavy concentration, of a large number of people in one spot.

How are each of.these causes related to textiles for self and society? Can you

identify other causes of environmental deterioration?

of concern to us

Research and debate the issue of using natural versus man-made fibers.

-2064
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PROCESS
S S

CONCEPTS

Al 1
YAMS
PAC Toll

Environmental
concerns',

(continued)

Factors to
Ansider

Revitalize

Q

fr

STRATEGIES

Define pollution. .How is pollution related to textiles for self and society?

--In the use and care of our textiles, 'do we create pollution?
--With the disposal of textile items, do we create pollution?

I
What happens to.the textiles in your home when thez, are no longer usable in their
present form? What are your alternatives? What 4-2k-the consequences of those
alternatives? How does tht affect your family and society?

If textiles are thrown away, what happens to natural fibers? Man-made fibers?
(s-N

Define recydle. Discuss the recycling of some textiles, such as wool (virgin,
refrocessedfand reused).

Investigqte the robe of detergent additives and phosphates in ehe environment.
4

Define biodegradable. A'

What is an ecological tradeoff? (Clothing fibers can have many lives if you let them.)

What could be done with each of Susie'i old clothing Reins and household tiles?

Select an item such is an old pair of hose and discuss the different ways you could
use them.

-
Using one of theitema .on display hold a class brainstorlIng bession to identify
the most creative ways.4<face f(ift" the item.

,,file'-

Generate, reasons for recycling--sentimentaLvalUe, economy, ecology, creativity,
Comfort, restyling-for conformity and, supplmel income. Give, examples of each
factor.

Do a bulletin board display On, applique and embroidery techniques.

Demonstrate how to dye an old faded item of clothing, patching jeans, minor alterA-.,

tions-(sewIng on a button, repairing hemsvusing irod-on tape, shorten garment).

Identify ways to recycle old styles.
4:
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PROCESS
SKI

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES
'4,

y
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14

RecyCle

)

f,

4

Conservation's

.1 '

209.

1

--What can be made from old jeans?
- -What can be made from an old pair of pajamas?.

--What can be made from an old coat?
--What can be made from an old tablecloth?

Clean your closets at home and start a personal button and zipper collection. (Any

'you do not want could be put in.a 1,60krAtory file,)

Develop elisflirf items to save for recycli4 (1ttons, zippers, jewelry, lace table-

cloths, strap leather, mattress pads, handkerchiefs, hosiery, various trims). Discuss,

methods of storing collected items,: tits Use plastic utensil containers,- b) baskets,

c) Famiticziplcckbags.'
. .

BrainstOrm wan to use fab ,4,.scraps or pieces Oi-olloi xtiles'.

t4
-- Practical bousehollpItems 4

,--Artistic,/decorative household items

,--Clothing items
--Children's' tOs

(164ing fabric scraps, make a useful household item. Share with desks.
Y

e

FHA/HMOInvite a-quilting expert or
and discuss:patchwork and qtiilting or

f,

PHA HEROConstruct a patchwork quilt from fabric scrap

of ing or househgp to tiles! pan4and carry oat/ a

Ts eabefore and picture for a school display.
. E Ir.

70

V

4

S

.

senior citizen grow t 'class to demolstrate

rag rug anaking.

1

Bring to class an'-1. em of
.

old cc .

revitalized or recyc ed project
40

,

Consumption lb the using of goods, services Could Suiie 'cut back on

her'clothing.purchases? By revitalizinglandIq;ecyclinf, could Susie conserve and cutk

back her consumption end still be satisfied?

`to give to /a `needy faMfly. rAt

I 210
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PROCESS,
$ I S

CONCEPTS

1

9,

Conservation
contInued)

Other alternatives
and responsibili-
ties

Reflection

00-

S RATEGIES

a

Define conservation. What are we consuming"when we care for our clothing? When
Susie washes her clothes, what faCtors should'she consider to conserve water and

,Prevent water pollufion? 4 ,

10 .What are the consequences of the following?

--Revitalizing .._.

- -Recycling 1.

- -Conserving

It'Do we have other alternatives? Who will benefit from these alternativ

Wet if Susie jot threw away all her unwanted clothing and textiles?

-What universal influence does she have'on the totaljvironment?
- -Where does it all begin? Where does it all end? Who pays ?
-Could others benefit from use of her clothing? - .

- -How could she benefit by recycling or revitalizing herself? For others?

FHA/HEROOrganize a fabric And apparel drive in your school or community. Plan I
-and implement a project for.utilizing,the items collected.

Investigate careers in the recycling industry.-
J,

Investigate reded ing serN.ces available in your community. Report your findings
to the nclass.. 4

a

Write a paper xplainine h6v a- community cap become conscious of environmental
concerns and take responsibility for its actions. If you were a legislator, what
laws would you enact to ensure the continuance of.a safe, clean environment or the
conservation of 'resources?

12'..J.IEE- -Deiermine clothes worthy of recyclirig. Plan.and.carry out. Analyze a:Runt of
money ed and time spent.

211 212
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THE ECOLOG
OF A RESS

Cotton
(Student groups should change board from cotton to wool,
linen, polyestept glass, rayon, and so forth.)

A
Picture of mill Yardage or swatch

processes

(You can add items that your space Olows, such as recycling the dress for the student before giyin it away,
or notions, yarns, picture of a department store, and so-forth. The circle can be the earth. Fot a 1 ng
narrow bulletin board you might tie the board together with footprints.)

1 Pattern fo Consumer and omemakin Education



HOMEMAKING SKILLS
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'PERENNIAL PROBLEM
1

lk
PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN /CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Meeting,
Persondl and Family Textile Needs

What.ShoulTI Do Regarding
Managing Textiles and Clothing Needs?

Self ind Society/Cmfernment Regulptions

4

FT 3.23

\s'

*Recognize the role of legislation to
assist consumers in textile

1

4

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS # STRATEGIES.

. \ I

4.

Role of
gdverment

4

Textile laws

Effects of textile
legislation upon
consumers

Use a child's,sleepwear or household textile item. In groups, develop a list of all

aspects.of production and sale'df the item which may involve government regulations.

cleabefing, flame retardation, fiber Content, testing foestrength/durabilit7j Discuse

-;reasons for the government's assuming this role. .

Use resources to research the hietory of clothing/hquslhold textile construction.

Compare tbday's mass production methods with the custom -made method of the past.

Discuis conditions.present in the textile industry which necessitated same ,type of

regulation. (Safety standards, number of working hourski cohstimer laws.)

Make a poster that shows some of the whys in which, government gets involved in the

garment industry'. Discuss how manufacturers and consumers 'are affebted by government

regulations. 0

"Selec one clotbing/textile'law to analyze. Writila thief desC?iption if its provi-

sions ('Textile Fibers Identification Act, Cde Labeling Rule, Flarable Falirics Aot).

Share descriptions and summarize ways each law protects or assists consumers in making

textile decisions.

Invite a resource, person from a consumer' le4gue/or ganization to discuss ways in. hich

textile legislation, has been used to resolve consumer co laints. 'Prior to the. visit,

have students determinelistor otteations to mnsilfer an survey families concerning

Prbbleiiis related ,to` use and,eare t;00'°'
t 1. ,

41*414***010W4tilAWSMMe4 WA06'
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PROCESS

StILS

tra
Qo

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Effects of
textile legis-
lation upon.
consumers
(continued)

flebtion

Prepare a questionnaire and survey,friends and neighbors about their experienes with
clothing and textile labels. Include such questions as the follawing.

--How has labeling been helpful to you?
--What suggestions do you have for a better use.of terms?
--Is there information needed 'that is pot provided?

As a class,' analyze the results and $repare a letter to the Federal Trade Commission'
With suggestions for imptoving aspects of 'labeling in textiles,

Collect current magazine or newspaper
legislation, including issues. Share
discussed affects consumers in making

articles dealing with clothing and textile
articles in class and explain how legislation
textile deCisions.

Osing resources and brainstorming technitlues,, debate the topic-a"The government should
stay out of the textile induStqe" Discussedvantires and disadvantages of government
regulations in 0the textile induilry and bow legislation has affected consumers.' Each
student write s brief paper about how government regulations could affect personal
textile purchases.

e

Individually, think of a time your family had a te;ttile-related problem. Write a
description of the problem and plaCe 'it in a bag. In s all groups;.select a descrip-
tiontion for each person in the group. Identify specific ws, which had their provisions
been used and enforced, could have prevented' the probl m, (reading Care. instructions,
identifying fiber). Share findings and summarize the importance to the consumer of
clothing and textile-related legislation.. Ri'fer back to the chart.developedfollawing
the motivational and problem activities. Discuss which role and /or factors influenced
the government's involvement,jf apy, in the descriptions developed by,the studenjts.
What action should the family take? What situational factors affeat decisions? List.
the alternatives and consequences. Test decision. What if everyone felt this way?
What if you Aire the 'federal Trade Comiission or the Efivionmental Protection Agency'?
What if you purchased the product in Mexico?

P -
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PROCESS
SKILLS

Reflection
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FT 3.23 ,

STRATEGIES

IEE--Write to the Federal Trade Commission fora copy of the Textile Products
Identification Act. After study, prepare a poster, bulletin board or news
arti4e showing,the labeling r uirementsvand how they affect consumers.r
FHA /HERO- -Write a letter to a congressperson outlining a concern you have in
regard to clothing/textile legislation or.supporting/questioning the value of
"legislation in regard to the textiles industry.



(PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

COVERN/CONCEPT.

)

What To Do Regarding Meeting
Perponal and Family Textile Needs

What:Should I Do Regarding Managing
Textiles and Clothing Needs? .

Self and Society/Careers-
Entrepreneurship

FT 3.24

HOMEMAKING SKILLi

Obtain information about potential
clothing and textile careers
Complete job applications and develop
resumes for textile positions.

PROCESS <

SKILLS
CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Types of jobs
in textiles

Typed of
entrepreneur

220

Display a clothing or textile article. In groups, brainstorm all jobs that would be
involved in making and selling the item, Evaluate and compateeach list.

Iddiiadually or in small grows, select a textile career ampdevelop ajist of
questions one needs to ask about:that career. LT e resources to make a bookl'et that
shows the kinds of skills, experiences Apd training needed to work in that textile
career. List advantages and disadvepaged' of the carer. *Explore vocational,
,techAlcal college programs in clothing. and teriles.

Invite persons nbw active in clothng.and textile careers tO,Aiscuss their respective
careers. In advance, prepare a list of seyer*questions to ask these persons.

To investigate entrepreneurship and the, risks_involved,. use class activity similar to
the ies listed below:

--Invite local entreereneurs to clasiNtiad interview 'them.
-Read Entrepreneur Magazine (2311 Pontius Avenue, Los Angeles,. CA '90064).

--Read materials from Small Business Administration (Superintendent of Doctents,
Washington, DC 20402),

--Invite speakers to share.information, satisfactions and dissatisfactions.

/7
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PROCESS

n.

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Reflection

2 1, 2

r,
Ind idually answer the following questions concerning careers in the apparel industry.

--What is so great .about being 4:entrepreneur and is it for me?
skills` do I have o sell? 1

7-What'skills would I li to develop and how can I develop them?.
.--What skills would I need elop for a/career in textiles?
--What jobs ate,availabl5,that match my interest and potential sk

FHAAHEROAirrange to visit a large department store and take a behind 7(the-scenes tqur
(publicity, promotion, credit, customer relati41, buyers' officer stockroonif,
receiving).

FHA/HERO-Develop a business project as a class, utilizing ceecepts such as specialt-
zation, time and-reNurce management, costs and prices, market anilysis and inventory.
Make small items out of scraps for Christmas, make T-shirts to sell, offer alterations
and repir shop, make draperies. Include use of pr9fits in project as a chapter.

FHA /HERO -- Select clothing and textile careers in which members are interested.
Organize an on7the-job .day with each member spending a day with'someone in tie'
field. Share experiences with class.

FHA /HERO -- Organize a style/fashion shOw. Students assume responsibilities for all the
careers involved in developing, advertising and imitementing the activity.

i

IEE--Individually, start a work diary of your job history. Record name of employer,
address, telephone number, date started, .date left, reason for leaving, job descrip-
tion, any change in job description, salary information such as hourly or weekly and
persons who would serve as referendes,

1 '
IEEReseardland ite.to a designer Otiose work is admired. Ask questions one might

4)
not find in a biog hy. keport results.

t

f

,.
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